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The strong need for security guarantee, e.g., integrity and authenticity, as well as
privacy and confidentiality in wireless multimedia services has driven the development of
an emerging research area in low cost Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs).
Unfortunately, those conventional encryption and authentication techniques cannot be
applied directly to WMSNs due to inborn challenges such as extremely limited energy,
computing and bandwidth resources. This dissertation provides a quality-driven security
design and resource allocation framework for WMSNs. The contribution of this
dissertation bridges the inter-disciplinary research gap between high layer multimedia
signal processing and low layer computer networking. It formulates the generic problem
of quality-driven multimedia resource allocation in WMSNs and proposes a cross layer
solution. The fundamental methodologies of multimedia selective encryption and stream
authentication, and their application to digital image or video compression standards are
presented. New multimedia selective encryption and stream authentication schemes are
proposed at application layer, which significantly reduces encryption/authentication
complexity. In addition, network resource allocation methodologies at low layers are
extensively studied. An unequal error protection-based network resource allocation
scheme is proposed to achieve the best effort media quality with integrity and energy

efficiency guarantee. Performance evaluation results show that this cross layer
framework achieves considerable energy-quality-security gain by jointly designing
multimedia selective encryption/multimedia stream authentication and communication
resource allocation.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Content-secure and error robust multimedia applications (e.g., battlefield assistance,
disaster relief, telemedicine) have become increasingly popular in energy-constrained
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs), where content security, multimedia
quality and energy efficiency are all critical factors. However, multimedia security (i.e.,
privacy or confidentiality, achieved by encryption, and integrity or authenticity, achieved
by authentication) in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has formidable research
challenges. These challenges include extremely limited power due to battery cell
limitations, low computational power and memory due to hardware size and cost, and
limited bandwidth resources due to low cost radio transceivers. Because of these
challenges, WMSNs can only provide limited Quality of Service (QoS) and security
guarantees for multimedia streams transmitted in the wireless channel. The open wireless
environment in a WMSN is extremely vulnerable to malicious attacks, including packet
interception and injection, traffic eavesdropping, and semantic content modification. In
addition, multimedia streaming is usually bulky and content sensitive, while the
encryption/decryption and signing/verification operations are extremely slow due to
computational complexity. Therefore, providing low cost yet effective security in
WMSNs is very challenging. Finally, in error-prone wireless channels, bit errors and
packet losses are inevitable due to environmental or thermal noise and ambient
interference or collisions that may significantly impact end-to-end multimedia service
quality. All of these limitations pose significant challenges in high layer
encryption/authentication strategy design and optimization of cross layer network
protocol scheduling. In this dissertation, we focus on providing energy-efficient
multimedia privacy/integrity while enhancing multimedia quality in WMSNs.
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1.2 Contribution
This dissertation addresses inherent problems with providing energy efficient digital
multimedia delivery with security guarantees and best-effort quality services. The
contribution of the research presented in this dissertation is two-fold.
First, simple but effective selective encryption and stream authentication schemes for
digital multimedia are proposed to provide overhead-reduced encryption results and
non-ambiguous verification outcomes. The extra authentication overhead is minimized
and the encryption workload is significantly reduced in the proposed greedy
authentication and position-based selective encryption schemes.
In addition, a new security-aware cross layer resource allocation scheme is proposed
to provide best-effort media quality with energy consumption budget constraints. A novel
link layer energy-distortion model is also proposed in the network resource allocation
strategy design to abstract the synoptic bridge between resource allocation and low layer
network protocol control parameters such as multi-rate transmission, power control, and
fragmentation and retransmission control. The link layer energy-distortion model also
significantly simplifies the network resource allocation design. The joint consideration of
digital media security provision and network resource allocation in WMSNs is also
highlighted in this dissertation.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we give an overview of
secure multimedia streaming in energy resource-constrained wireless sensor networks,
and formulate the quality-driven secure resource allocation in a cross layer fashion. In
Chapter 3, we perform a literature review and discuss existing work in multimedia stream
authentication, selective encryption and wireless multimedia cross layer resource
allocation. In Chapter 4, we present a traffic partitioning strategy to separate important
position information from unimportant value information in multimedia. In Chapter 5, we
discuss a proposed cross layer resource allocation framework to achieve media quality
and energy efficiency simultaneously by means of Unequal Error Protection (UEP). In
Chapter 6, we propose a new position-based multimedia selective encryption scheme to
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reduce encryption overhead, and present a joint encryption-resource allocation
framework for privacy protection in WMSNs. In Chapter 7, we discuss the application of
stream level authentication to scalable multimedia streaming, and propose heuristic
authentication simplification to reduce complexity. In Chapter 8, we analyze the results
and discuss the performance of the proposed cross layer secure resource allocation
framework. Finally, we give our conclusions in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2. Problem Formulation of Cross layer Design
for Secure Multimedia in Wireless Sensor Networks

Recently, advanced multimedia (e.g., digital image, video) coding technologies have
been proposed to deal with challenges resulting from bandwidth intensive but losstolerant multimedia streaming over packet-erasing wireless networks and energy-limited
sensor networks. In wireless sensor networks with low cost wireless sensor nodes, the
energy, computational and communication resources are extremely constrained due to the
limitations of the hardware size and radio transceivers. These constraints require very
efficient communication protocol optimization and effective encryption/authentication
algorithm design.
In this research, we primarily study low cost selective encryption, error-robust stream
authentication, and unequal network resource allocation algorithms in WMSNs. We
propose a quality-driven energy efficient resource allocation framework suitable for
transmitting security protected multimedia streams. The research has three independent
objectives and two major components, which are discussed in detail below.

2.1 Research Objectives
Multimedia Content Security. Multimedia content security has become a critical issue
in trustworthy computing, especially in a wireless environment where malicious packet
interception, packet injection and content modification are inevitable. The semantic
meaning of multimedia streaming must be hidden with secret ciphers (e.g., [96]-[100]),
and secret data must be embedded in the content level (e.g., watermarking [42]-[45]) or
attached in the packet level (e.g., stream authentication [1]-[11]) to achieve content
secrecy/integrity.
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Multimedia Quality. Multimedia data is traffic intensive but loss tolerant. This feature
provides a significant foundation from which to design efficient multimedia transmission
systems in wireless networks. In a digital image or a Group of Pictures (GOP) in video,
some packets are more important than other packets. The decoding of some packets may
rely on the successful decoding of some other packets. These features of unequal
perceptional importance and codec dependency must be considered to achieve desirable
multimedia quality.

Energy and Communication Resource Efficiency. The energy and bandwidth
resources are extremely limited in low cost WMSNs due to the limited battery cell size
and simple radio transceivers in each sensor node. Transmission parameters such as data
rate and power in the physical (PHY) layer, and fragmentation and retransmission limits
in the Media Access Control (MAC) layer, can be adaptively controlled to maximize
energy efficiency performance [40] [41] [52]. Network resource allocation by means of
such parameter adjustment can achieve significant energy and communication resource
efficiency by adapting the transmission parameters to the time-varying wireless channel
conditions.

2.2 Research Components
Study efficient digital media encryption/authentication algorithms and explore the
design spaces for both multimedia compression and security provision. The most
advanced image compression standards (such as the DCT based JPEG [46],
wavelet-based JPEG2000 [49], zero tree coding [47] [48], and position-value
enhancement [50] [51]) will be investigated in detail to uniformly extract “the most
important parts,” in conjunction with the most advanced encryption and authentication
standards e.g., Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Eclipse Curve Cryptography
(ECC), Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) [53] [54], and Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)
[55] [56]. This is from a top-down view of the system, where the selective encryption and
stream authentication assumes the existence of underlying network resource allocation
and may achieve improved service quality and reduced communication complexity.
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Propose and evaluate a new security-oriented resource allocation algorithm for
secure media streaming over wireless sensor networks. Different physical layer
resource allocation strategies (e.g., power control, interference cancellation, channel
allocation and selection, Forward Error Correction (FEC) selection, modulation scaling
and rate adaptation) link layer fragmentation and packing, access control, bandwidth and
timeslot scheduling, Automatic Retransmission reQuest (ARQ) control and Hybrid-ARQ
control; as well as network layer routing selection, traffic distribution, etc [12]-[41] [57]
[58]) in combination with different stream authentication algorithms will be considered
and studied. This is from the bottom-up view of the system. The stream authentication
introduces extra rate (or size) overhead and selective encryption introduces extra
decoding dependency overhead, leading to new network resource allocation challenges.
The energy and communication resources must be allocated with regard to data urgency
and decoding dependency, the perceptional importance of each packet, and the wireless
channel conditions.

2.3 Generic Problem Formulation
In secure WMSNs, multimedia stream is compressed, encrypted and signed and finally
transmitted in wireless channels. Figure 2.1 shows an example of such secure media
streaming scenario in WMSNs. Although we use JPEG2000 digital image compression
standard as an illustrative example in this figure, the theory and methodology of error
resilient multimedia encryption/authentication and energy efficient network resource
allocation is general, which can be seamlessly extended to other multimedia compression
techniques such as zero tree codec, Position-Value (P-V) partition, and scalable video
coding. We also focus our study on a single secure media flow delivery on one hop
wireless link, which can be easily extended to multi-hop secure delivery by establishing
end-to-end latency and energy requirements.
The digital images or picture sequences captured from the camera are first processed
by tile forming. The tiled image then undergoes the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT,
or DCT in JPEG codec) process and code block forming process. Tier-1 and tier-2 coding
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processes are applied to form packets and layers. Then the selective encryption or stream
authentication is applied to the compressed multimedia code stream. Finally, the secret
code stream is transmitted in the WMSN with resource allocation applied. At the receiver
side, the received packets are verified according to the crypto-hash as well as the
signature, decrypted with the secret key, and decoded in the tier-1 and tier-2 decoding
processes. After Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT), the image/picture is
eventually reconstructed from the verified, decrypted and received packets. In terms of
authentication, we follow the definition of non-ambiguously authenticated image in [1]
[2], where the image is reconstructed exclusively from the packets received, decoded and
verified at the receiver.

Figure 2.1 An illustrative example of secure multimedia streaming in a WMSN

The goal of secure image transmission in WMSNs is to maximize the expected total
distortion reduction (i.e., maximize the quality, or minimize the total distortion) of the
reconstructed, decrypted and verified image by jointly allocating high layer security
resource and scheduling network transmission strategies such as physical layer
transmission data rate (achieved by modulation scaling), physical layer power level, and
link layer retransmission limit. Let ε [•] denote the mathematical expectation operation;
∆D denote the total distortion reduction of the image after packet reception, decryption

and verification; a denote the application layer security solution in terms of selective
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encryption and stream authentication; r denote the physical layer transmission data rate;
Pt denote the physical layer transmission power; and mmax denote the link layer
retransmission limit. Also let L denote the total number of layers in the compressed
image code stream, l denote the index of the packet in each layer, and N l denote the
number of packets in layer l . Let Etot denote the total energy consumption of
transmitting all the packets in the image, and Emax denote the energy budget constraint.
The generic quality-driven secure media transmission problem in WMSNs can be
formulated as [3] [60]:
{al ,i , rl ,i , mmax l ,i , Ptl ,i } = arg max{ε [ ∆D ]}

(2.1)

l∈{0 ,1... L −1},i∈{0 ,1... N l −1}

Subject to the total energy budget constraint:
Etot ≤ Emax

(2.2)

Because of the dual effect of decoding and verification dependency, an image packet
must be received, decodable and verifiable to make distortion reduction contribution to
the reconstructed image. Furthermore, because the packets in the compressed code stream
have unequal perceptional importance and the wireless channel has a time-varying nature,
authentication crypto-hash link assignment and network resource allocation need to be
adjusted accordingly to achieve an optimal energy-quality performance. Finally, the
network resource allocation should also consider the encryption effect since multimedia
selective encryption can scramble and change the stream dependency. Thus it is clear that
the problem is formulated in a cross layer fashion involving the application, link and
physical layers. In later chapters of this dissertation, we will analyze this cross layer
problem and propose a solution to this problem.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter we gave an overview of resource-constrained cross layer design for secure
multimedia transmission in WMSNs. We summarized the three independent research
objectives (media quality, security, and communication energy efficiency) and two major
research components (encryption/authentication, and network resource allocation). The
energy-constrained secure multimedia transmission problem in WMSNs was further
generically formulated in a cross layer fashion as a quality maximization problem with
energy constraint and security considerations.
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Chapter 3. Literature Review and Related Works

In this dissertation, we focus our research on quality-driven multimedia security design
and cross layer delivery optimization in WMSNs. We start our literature review from
generic multimedia stream authentication without consideration of network resource
allocation. In parallel we approach the literature review on the other side of
security--encryption--and focus on the review of modern multimedia selective encryption
schemes. Then we review state-of-the-art quality-driven cross layer network resource
allocation schemes in generic wireless networks. Finally we survey energy-efficient
design strategies in sensor networks, especially multi-rate energy efficient transmission
schemes. By extensively reviewing related research, we point out the significant
differences in the proposed methodologies presented in this dissertation and highlight our
contribution.

3.1 Multimedia Stream Authentication
In terms of authentication, conventional binary data authentication schemes, regardless of
multimedia content, can only provide data integrity in a strict sense. But these schemes
are not desirable to secure WMSNs because simple bit-flips due to wireless channel
errors may not change the semantic meaning of multimedia content [1] [2]. For example,
a picture is still readable if a couple of unimportant packets are dropped because of the
loss-tolerant feature of multimedia streaming. On the other hand, traditional
watermark-based multimedia authentication schemes targeted at semantic content
verification are robust against transmission bit errors and packet drops as well as
compression. However, embedding security data bits (e.g., key-based pseudo random
streams) in the middle frequency band coefficients (e.g., wavelet coefficients) is counter
to Unequal Error Protection- (UEP) based wireless network resource allocation concepts
[3]. In UEP-based network resource allocation schemes, the important packets containing
low frequency wavelet coefficients and the middle frequency embedded data are both
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critical to the decoding and verification of the original image, leading to extra energy
consumption overhead for WMSN transmission.
Stream authentication [1] [2] [3] is a desirable candidate for WMSN integrity
provisions for the following reasons. First, packet authentication schemes applied in
stream level after image/video compression can be adaptively designed to cope with
time-varying wireless channel conditions, showing considerable advantage over
traditional content-level watermarking applied to Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) or
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients before compression. Secondly, stream
level authentication can offer verification results without ambiguity by directly allocating
one-way hashing or signature on each packet; thus, each packet is determined as
authentic/consumed or faked/discarded [4] [5] [6]. On the other hand, a decision
threshold has to be defined in content-based watermarking authentication to verify the
media authenticity. A high False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR)
are the common results of a non-optimized decision threshold. Finally, stream
authentication algorithms and UEP-based transmission scheduling can be jointly
designed to provide more efficient network resource allocation. The important packets
with higher distortion reduction contribution, and, at the same time, more dependent
children packets receive more authentication hash tag allocation and delivery protection.
Thus, the multimedia quality optimization and multimedia authentication problems can
be solved jointly within pre-defined energy budget constraints.
The joint optimization of quality-driven multimedia authentication and energy
efficiency in WMSNs is a new research area, and very few research studies on this topic
have been reported in literature. Sun [1] provoked and motivated the idea of designing
multimedia stream authentication with quality consideration by utilizing the unequal
importance feature of different image/video packets in the compressed bit stream. The
quality of authenticated image or video stream rather than authentication probability was
optimized by designing an acyclic authentication graph and allocating authentication
resources with regard to packet distortion importance. Li [2] proposed a new concept
called Unequal Authentication Allocation (UAP), in which the source/channel coding
rates and total authentication bit budgets in the compressed and secure image streams are
unequally allocated. In the UAP approach, the verification probability rather than the
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authenticated media quality over all the packets in the multimedia stream was optimized
with regard to the overall authentication bit budget. Although this UAP concept explored
the unequal importance of packet distortion reduction in stream authentication process,
this unique characteristic and the inter-packet dependency were not utilized in low layer
communication protection. Zhang [4] proposed a content-aware stream authentication
scheme to optimize authenticated image quality with specific consideration of the
JPEG2000 image compression standard in packet-erasing channels. An Acyclic Graph
(AG) for stream authentication was also computed and optimized to trade off the total
authenticated image distortion and the authentication crypto-hash tag allocation overhead
according to channel characteristics (e.g., packet loss probability) and application
characteristics (e.g., packet visual importance). A Rate-Distortion Optimization (RaDiO)
framework with stream authentication consideration was proposed in the research [5] for
secure H.264 video transmission. In this approach, a video frame transmission scheduler
was devised to minimize the expected visual distortion after decoding and verification of
each frame subject to the total rate budget constraints. Secure and robust digital signature
schemes were also proposed in [6] and [7] for quantitative verification of image and
video streaming, respectively. Other similar research studies on error robust multimedia
stream authentication were found in [8] [9] [10] and [11].
However, all of these aforementioned stream authentication schemes cannot be
directly applied to WMSNs for several reasons. First, although the energy constraint is
critical in cross layer transmission optimization in WMSNs, it was not considered in
these schemes. The rate-distortion optimization may not necessarily lead to
energy-distortion optimization. Furthermore, UEP-based cross layer network resource
allocation was not considered in most of these approaches. Resource allocation was
confined to authentication bit allocation in the application layer only; thus, the design
space of joint authentication and network resource allocation was significantly
constrained. This leaded to relatively limited energy-quality performance gain. In this
dissertation, we propose a new quality-driven resource management framework
specifically for WMSNs to optimize the authenticated image quality, subject to total
energy consumption constraints and with regard to wireless channel conditions. In the
proposed approach, we consider not only the stream authentication AG design in the
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application layer, but also the network resource allocation strategy in the low layers of
the WMSN protocol stack, which is significantly different from previous studies found in
literature.

3.2 Multimedia Selective Encryption
In terms of encryption, traditional binary encryption approaches are not suitable for
wireless multimedia transmission. Multimedia application is traffic-intensive and
contains a lot of data bits, while the encryption/decryption algorithms are extremely slow
due to high computational complexity. Thus, it is impractical to encrypt all the data bits
in the multimedia stream due to high computational overhead and real-time media stream
requirements. To reduce multimedia encryption overhead, many popular multimedia
selective encryption approaches have been proposed to select the most important
coefficients from either the transform domain or the compression domain. Other research
proposes to use secret entropy coding to achieve multimedia security. Generally, the first
category is referred to as selective encryption and the second category is referred to as
joint compression/encryption.
Multimedia selective encryption [96] – [104] has been recently proposed to reduce
the encryption and decryption overheads in media streaming applications for consumer
electronics. Rather than designing and proposing new mathematical encryption
algorithms, most of these approaches focus on extracting the most important
coefficients/packets from either the transform domain or the compression domain.
Unfortunately, most previous research focuses on the application layer only, without
considering optimal delivery of encrypted images in lossy wireless channels. Selective
encryption tries to encrypt data as little as possible by controlling the most important
parts of the streaming media. Research in [106] [107] proposes scrambling significant
coefficients to avoid content fruition by unauthorized users. Although carefully designed
scrambling alleviates the known-plain-text or chosen-plain-text attacks, it is difficult to
apply UEP in compression scrambling. Promising research works in [101] – [103]
combine encryption and entropy coding using Multiple Huffman Table (MHT)
alternately in a secret order. Reasonably high level security and unaffected compression
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efficiency are achieved simultaneously. However, a recent publication in [104] presents
chosen plain-text attacks on a basic MHT scheme and an enhanced method with random
bit insertion. Recent reported research in [108] also performs cryptanalysis on MHTbased encryption approaches, showing it is vulnerable to known-plain-text and
chosen-plain-text attacks. Other research ciphers a selected set of DCT or wavelet
coefficients [98] [99] to reduce encrypted data. However, a low quality image can be
reconstructed via cipher text only because energy concentration is not equivalent to
image perceptibility. Quad-tree and zero-tree-based selective encryption approaches
proposed in [97] cipher zero tree structure information in two highest pyramid levels
which is crucial to decoding process. This selective encryption approach has thwarted all
attacks to date.
In this dissertation, we propose a new selective encryption idea in a position-value
manner, extending it to the entropy coding (e.g., Arithmetic Coding (AC)) stage which
can be easily implemented according to EZW, SPITH and EBCOT in JPEG2000, and
making resource allocation easily applied to the selectively encrypted images. Because
selective encryption changes the correlation and inter-dependency between different parts
in the final encrypted image bit streams, traditional UEP-based resource allocation is not
desirable in this new secure image-delivery paradigm. Furthermore, most previous works
in literature propose delay-constrained distortion optimization for general wireless
networks, which cannot be directly applied to WSNs due to the high priority of energy
efficiency and relatively low priority of end-to-end delay in WSNs. How to transmit
selectively encrypted images over WSNs in an energy-efficient manner is still an open
research question in literature, which is also a research focus of this dissertation.

3.3 Cross Layer Unequal Resource Allocation
With regard to cross layer wireless multimedia delivery optimization, much previous
research has been performed to explore the unequal importance-based wireless image and
video transmission. This research has focused on designing efficient resource allocation
schemes for multimedia delivery over delay-sensitive wideband wireless networks, and
some have focused on energy-constrained WMSNs. However, very few have considered
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security issues in such cross layer resource allocation designs. Most of these studies
achieved UEP via either Forward Error Correction (FEC)- based spatial redundancy or
Automatic Retransmission reQuest (ARQ)- based temporal redundancy. Joint Source
Channel Coding (JSCC) and network resource adaptation were two major techniques in
these designs. Research in [12] [13] preliminarily investigated the tradeoff between
energy efficiency and decoded image quality in WMSNs. Research in [14] showed that
rate-distortion optimized streaming can be solved via layered UEP, and the authors
proposed FEC-based JSCC approaches to optimize the expectation of the reconstructed
image quality. However, the rate- and delay-constrained distortion minimization cannot
be applied to WMSNs due to the high priority of energy efficiency in WMSNs. The
research in [15] furthered the JSCC-based UEP approaches for wireless multimedia
delivery and proposed Reed-Solomon coding schemes for energy efficient optimal image
transmission in WMSNs. But it took layer-based UEP approach without considering any
security factors. The research proposed in [16] also furthered the JSCC approaches by
exploring the layered rate-distortion characteristics for multiple images, and proposed a
scalable joint source channel image coder to achieve optimal image distortion reduction
in the receiver end. Other JSCC-based research such as [17] and [18] proposed
layer-based UEP transmission strategies in WMSNs via Rate Compatible Punctured
Convolution (RCPC)-CRC coding for JPEG2000 and Set Partitioning In Hierarchical
Trees (SPIHT) coded image streaming in WMSNs, respectively. In the network resource
adaptation area, research in [19] formulated the efficient network resource allocation
problem as a joint optimal selection of transmission strategies across the PHY, MAC and
APP layers, which maximizes multimedia quality or perceived Peak Signal Noise Ratio
(PSNR) subject to rate and delay constraints. Research in [20] furthered this approach to
determine optimal cross layer transmission strategies based on classification and machine
learning techniques. The optimal MAC layer retry limits were adaptively predicted for
various video packets transmitted over 802.11a Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs),
according to the perception distortion importance of each video packet and the
time-varying channel conditions. Other research focusing on network resource adaptation
such as [21] [22] proposed effective solutions for improving the performance of delay
sensitive multimedia streaming over WLANs. These solutions utilized different error
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resilient protection techniques such as packetization and retransmission to protect
different media priority layers achieving the best effort multimedia quality with rate and
delay constraints.
Although those approaches extensively explored the multi-resolution and unequal
importance nature of multimedia streaming, the UEP between secure data and plain
information was not considered. Since both stream authentication and selective
encryption may significantly change the inter-packet dependency profiles, the traditional
layer-based UEP schemes cannot be directly applied to secure multimedia streaming in
WMSNs. Furthermore, the delay constrained distortion minimization in most of the
previous research may not be suitable for WMSNs due to the high energy efficiency
requirements. In the proposed network resource allocation schemes described in this
dissertation, we consider differences in inborn packet perception and inter-packet
decoding dependency, as well as extra authentication dependency, which is
fundamentally different from previous work.

3.4 Multi-rate MAC-PHY Transmission Control
Most of the WSN-MAC protocol designs have been well proposed and studied, but the
energy efficiency advantages of multi-rate transmission and power control have not been
fully utilized. For example, S-MAC [23] was proposed as a low power contention-based
MAC protocol, which demonstrates high performance of energy efficiency for WSNs.
But S-MAC was based on single data rate transmission and did not provide multi-rate
support for upper layer application flows. T-MAC [24] further improved S-MAC’s
energy efficiency using an adaptive duty cycle control. But T-MAC could not provide
multi-rate functionality either. B-MAC [25] was proposed with a simple MAC core and a
versatile interface for upper layers, and high throughput and energy efficiency were
reported as the major achievements. Z-MAC [26], which was based on B-MAC,
employed CSMA as the baseline medium access scheme, and used a TDMA scheduler to
improve contention resolution among neighboring sensor nodes. However, both B-MAC
and Z-MAC were still based on single data rate transmission, which is not applicable for
multi-rate multimedia streaming preferences in the application layer.
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On the other hand, there are many research efforts on multi-rate communication
networks. But the aim of that research was to improve the throughput performance and
channel capacity for application flows. For example, multi-rate designs for Mobile
Ad-hoc Network (MANET) [27] [28] [29] [30] were mainly oriented to throughput
maximization rather than energy consumption minimization. A few considered energy
efficiency issues by providing power saving modes [31] [32] [33], in which individual
nodes periodically listened and slept. However, these works still did not address the goal
of obtaining high energy efficiency required by WSNs. Research given in [40] and [41]
performed intensive studies on energy efficient and multi-rate radio resource
management. In those approaches, the communication energy was minimized by
combining transmission power control and link rate adaptation for 802.11a/h wireless
networks. But those works did not consider the unequal importance characteristics of
multimedia application. Other research related to multi-rate and power control schemes
have been conducted extensively for Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems
[34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39], which aimed to reduce Multiple Access Interference (MAI)
and to increase system capacity. In those research studies, lower data rate transmissions
with higher channel coding redundancy were found to achieve lower power consumption,
reduced channel interferences and increased channel capacity. However, besides the
implementation complexity, a direct extension of these scenarios to WSNs with power
efficiency does not necessarily lead to energy efficiency for loss-tolerant multimedia
streaming applications in WSNs due to high communication redundancy. As a result,
traditional multi-rate and power control schemes are not suitable for WSNs.
In contrast, the proposed multi-rate approach described in this dissertation fine tunes
a simple WSN communication platform based on the inherent multi-rate requirement of
multimedia, manipulates the power supply and achieves significant energy efficiency.
The key difference between our work and the existing approaches for multi-rate networks
is that we are intensively focused on improving WSN energy efficiency. This
higher-priority goal leads to the following design principles: (1) WSN explores variable
transmission rates demanded or desired for multimedia streaming traffic; (2) WSN
provides a low-power-low-energy multi-rate communication platform at lower layers
based on such explorations; and (3) WSN provides optimal transmission strategies to
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applications for optimal energy efficiency. While state-of-the-art MAC designs in WSNs
strive to achieve energy efficiency in many aspects [23] [24] [25] [26], few approaches
provide multi-rate functionality suitable for multimedia streaming applications.
To our knowledge, there have been no multi-rate transmission schemes or
corresponding MAC-PHY designs proposed in WSNs for high energy efficiency
purposes. Our approach is based on modifying the existing WSN-MAC protocols to
accomplish the multi-rate transmission scheme while keeping their effectiveness in
medium access and duty cycle management. We add the DMS (Dynamic Modulation
Scaling) to achieve multiple data rates and DPS (Dynamic Power Scaling) to provide
energy savings.
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Chapter 4. Proposed Unequal Traffic Partitioning for
Multimedia
4.1 Wavelet Zero Tree Coding
With the proliferation of traffic intensive multimedia streaming applications over
resource-constrained lossy wireless networks, zero tree based embedded multi-rate
coding has been proposed [46] [47] [48] to cope with time-varying wireless channel
capacities. Wavelet-based image compression techniques can achieve high image
compression ratios while the embedded multi-resolution multi-rate nature provides an
unequal importance attribute, i.e., different parts of the compressed image code streams
exhibit different perceptual importance. Important parts provide significant information
for reconstruction of the original image, whereas unimportant parts may not provide
much information without important parts. The compressed and embedded code stream
starts with the rough image followed by quality enhancement.
The digital images are composed of low frequency objects (i.e., lighting information)
as well as high frequency edges (i.e., curves, boundary information). After DWT is
applied to the original image, the low frequency objects representing the flat areas will be
small values close to zero, since the real world natural images mainly contain low
frequency information. The high frequency information after DWT will be large value
coefficients important for human visual perception. The low value coefficients (i.e.,
insignificant coefficients) close to zero can be efficiently compressed, and the locations
of those large value coefficients (i.e., significant coefficients) are crucial for representing
the original image. Consider the wavelet coefficients as a spatial tree with low frequency
coefficients at the root node and with the children of each tree node being
spatially-related coefficients in the next higher frequency sub-band. There is a high
probability that one or more sub-trees will consist entirely of coefficients which are zero
or nearly zero; such sub-trees are called zero trees [65]. The wavelet coefficient matrix
and the zero tree structure are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Wavelet decomposition and zero tree structure of images

The Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) [48] and Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees
(SPIHT) [47] algorithms are the two major wavelet-based image compression techniques,
where those important and significant wavelet coefficients are coded followed by
refinement code stream in a progressive way. Since the locations of significant wavelet
coefficients are extremely important, and the locations of the significant coefficients are
determined by the locations of large amount insignificant coefficients with small values
in a mutual exclusive set (i.e., wavelet coefficient matrix), the spatial positions of these
significant coefficients comprise a large portion of the compressed code stream. For
example, the EZW image compression algorithm is designed to effectively compress the
position information of the significant coefficients. In EZW, two passes are used in the
progressive image coding loops: dominant pass and subordinate pass. In dominant pass,
each coefficient in the wavelet coefficient matrix is scanned and one of the four symbols
“p” “t” “n” “z” is assigned according to the reference threshold, coefficient value and the
values in the sub-trees rooted from this coefficient. The significant wavelet coefficient is
also encoded in the subordinate pass by bit “0” or “1” denoting the magnitude
significance. In practical implementation, it would be usual to use an entropy code such
as arithmetic code to further improve the performance of the dominant pass, while the
data bits from the subordinate pass are usually random enough that entropy coding
provides no further coding gain [65].
The zero tree structure has laid a significant foundation for the position-value based
code stream partition and UEP transmission paradigm, which will be discussed in details
in the next section.
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4.2 Position and Value Partitioning
The information of a natural digital image is typically conveyed by the shapes and objects
containing low frequency flat area image pixels as well as the high frequency edges. As
discussed in the previous section, wavelet-based image compression schemes such as [47]
[48] can efficiently extract the high frequency shape and position information of the
regions as well as the low frequency lighting magnitude information in these regions and
objects. The wavelet coefficients with small magnitude values are the determination
information of the significant coefficients’ locations which can be desirably compressed
by significance propagation, dominant encoding, and run length based cleanup coding
passes. Thus, the small values of insignificant coefficients can be translated into position
information while the large magnitude coefficients can be translated into value
information. Position and value information have different perceptional importance, since
the locations of value information depends on the correct decoding of position
information. Figure 4.2 shows the illustration of wavelet coefficients, bitplane coding and
the physical concept of the position – value information.

Figure 4.2 The unequal importance of position and value information

As illustrated in this figure, small-magnitude coefficients are translated into a large
number of “0” bits in a bitplane according to a reference threshold and these clustered
“0” bits can be efficiently compressed. The compressed small coefficients have avalanche
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error propagation effects since the errors in the number of consecutive “0” bits directly
impacts the positions or locations of the large magnitude significant coefficients, leading
to irrecoverable misalignment and decoding errors. These coefficients in small values
stand for the image position information. The output of magnitude refinement bits are
related to the large magnitude wavelet coefficients corresponding to the image value
lightening brightness information. Although these large magnitude values themselves are
relatively unimportant, their locations are crucial for decoding and perceptional distortion.
Their locations are determined by the process of compressing small-magnitude
coefficients. Wavelet coefficients with large magnitudes are determined according to the
following criterion: either the quantized wavelet coefficient bit in the current bitplane is
“1”, or at least a bit in previous bitplane is “1”. Thus, coefficients with large magnitudes
are compressed into value information, and coefficients with small magnitudes are
compressed into position information. The communication packet loss or bit errors in
position information will have significantly higher impact on the overall quality of the
received image than the loss or errors in value information. Transmission errors in
position information (p-data segments) lead to high difficulties for reconstructing the
original image, while errors in the value information (v-data segments) are relatively
more tolerable [51].

Figure 4.3 The visual importance of position and value information in error-prone wireless channel

Sub-figures of Figure 4.3 show the visual quality with erased different p-data
segments and v-data segments in a P-V partitioned code stream compressed by the
algorithm described in [48]. The upper row sub-figures show the decoded image with
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erased p-data segment from bitplane 0 (assume the bitplane index starts from 0) to
bitplane 2 and bitplane 4 respectively and the lower row sub-figures show the decoded
image with erased v-data segments in the same bitplane. It is clear from these
experimental results that the p-data segments are much more important than the v-data
segments. If the p-data segments in lower bitplanes (i.e., close to the MSB bitplane) are
erased by wireless channel, the semantic content meaning in the reconstructed image is
hard to be determined; even p-data segments in higher bitplanes (i.e., close the LSB
bitplane) are erased, significant perception noise will be incurred. On the other hand,
erasing v-data segments in the compressed code stream has no significant perception
degradation. Even the v-data segments in lower bitplanes are erased by wireless channel,
most of the semantic meaning in the decoded image can still be preserved. This is
because the errors in the p-data segments will affect the decoding process of v-data
segments in an avalanche effect, while the errors in v-data segments are more isolated.
The compressed code stream by wavelet codec can be effectively separated via
significant position and insignificant value coding pass partition. As analyzed in the
previous sections, the position information determining the code stream structures is
more sensitive to transmission bit errors and packet losses than value information,
especially in wireless channels, since the decoding of v-data segment depends on the
successful decoding of p-data segments. On the other hand, wavelet-based compression
algorithms organize the position and code stream structure information and magnitude
value information in different coding passes, where the position information and value
information can be desirably separated via coding pass partitioning. Algorithm 4.1 has
been proposed in [51] to illustrate the identification and separation of position and value
information from a standard wavelet codec.

Algorithm 4.1: P-V information separation via coding pass partition.
1. Initialize position information storage buffer pBuf
vBuf

for p-data segments and buffer

for v-data segments value information storage. Perform DWT on the original

image and store the wavelet coefficients in the Matrix X , with x rows and y columns,
respectively.
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2. Determine the initial magnitude quantization reference threshold T for bitplane
coding iterations. The initial threshold can be determined as T = 2 ⎣log
0 ≤ i ≤ x −1

2

(max ( X (i , j ) ))⎦

, where

and 0 ≤ j ≤ y − 1 . Also determine the maximum number of bitplanes

N

according to user defined rate-distortion truncation indicator or compression ratio
requirements.
3. Start coding loop iteration. For bitplane iteration γ = 0 to

N − 1,

do steps (4) to (6).

4. Perform coding pass to determine the locations of significant position information.
Scan the wavelet coefficients in the wavelet coefficient matrix X according to a certain
scanning order (e.g., Morton scanning). Given the reference quantization threshold T
used in the current bitplane, any coefficient in the wavelet coefficient matrix can be
determined explicitly as either a large magnitude coefficient (magnitude is equal to or
larger than the reference threshold T ) or a small magnitude coefficient (magnitude is
smaller than the reference threshold T ). The clustering models of the small magnitude
insignificant coefficients determine the locations and positions of the large magnitude
significant coefficients. Once a coefficient is determined as a large magnitude significant
coefficient, it is coded as positive (e.g., “p” symbol) or negative (e.g., “n” symbol)
significant symbol according to its sign bit and the reference threshold, and its location is
marked by the positive or negative symbol. Magnitude refinement coding pass will be
further applied to this significant wavelet coefficient as described in Step 5. If a
coefficient is determined as a small magnitude insignificant coefficient (i.e., a bit “0” in
the current bitplane), it is coded as a tree structure symbol (e.g., either tree root symbol
“t” or isolated zero symbol “z”). Specifically, it is encoded as a tree root symbol if all its
wavelet coefficient matrix descendents of the sub-tree rooted by itself in the same spatial
direction are small magnitude coefficients with regards to the threshold T . If one or
more descendents are determined as large magnitude coefficients regarding to threshold
T

, then this coefficient is encoded as an isolated zero symbol. The positive and negative

significant symbols (e.g., “p” and “n”), isolated zeros and tree roots (e.g., “t” and “z”) are
identified as important position information and stored as the p-data segment in

pBuf (γ

)

for the current bitplane.
5. Invoke subordinate coding pass of magnitude refinement for large-magnitude
coefficients. All the coefficients marked as positive or negative symbols are further
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processed to refine their magnitude approximation. The most significant bit (MSB) in the
current iteration denoting the magnitude of each positive or negative significant symbol is
stored as the v-data segment

vBuf (γ )

6. Decrease the threshold by half as

in the current bitplane.
T =T /2,

and then go back to Step 3 for the next

bitplane. The p-data segments and v-data segments in the following bitplanes are formed
in the same way iteratively and progressively as shown in Steps 4-6.
7. Algorithm finishes. Output the image code stream stored in pBuf
position information and vBuf

containing the

containing value information bitplane by bitplane in an

embedded manner.

After wavelet-based compression and P-V partitioning, the code stream is composed
of interleaving p-data segments and v-data segments in an embedded manner with a
decreasing order of importance. It starts with the rough and coarse image information
followed by position and value information for quality refinement. Since the image code
stream structures are only stored in p-data segments, the incorrect symbols due to
transmission errors in p-data segments incur the next-bitplane bits misinterpretation,
while incorrect bits in v-data segments do not affect the decoding of others. Figure 4.3
shows the reconstructed images with different p-data segments and v-data segments
erased in different bitplanes, where significant noise or distortion is incurred perceptually
when a p-data segment is missing even in a high-level refinement bitplane; however,
even when a v-data segment in a low bitplane is erased, the reconstructed image can still
convey most of the information in the original image. The correct decoding of the p-data
segment depends on the correct decoding of previous p-data segments only, but the
correct decoding of v-data segment depends on previous bitplanes of both v-data
segments and p-data segments. Thus, p-data segments are much more important than
v-data segments. Also, the segments in lower bitplanes are much more important than
those in higher bitplanes.
It is worth noting that, although we take zero tree based compression algorithms such
as [47] [48] as examples in this dissertation, the proposed position – value partitioning
scheme is general and is independent of the specific wavelet compression algorithms,
since natural digital images have inherent features of position and value diversity. The
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reason for selecting the tree-based algorithms as baseline is that position and value
information can be easily separated during the partition process, as described in
Algorithm 1 [51]. The proposed P-V partitioning scheme can be easily extended to other
wavelet-based image compression algorithms such as the EBCOT [49] based JPEG2000
coding standard, since the essential position-value diversity is the spatial inheritance of
the digital image itself rather than the coding scheme. The clusters of small magnitude
insignificant wavelet coefficients can be efficiently and effectively represented as context
formation (CF) models, significant propagation (SP), clean-up passes (CP), and
arithmetic codes (AC).
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Chapter 5. Proposed Cross Layer Unequal Resource
Allocation
In previous chapters, we discussed information identification and multimedia traffic
partitioning at the application layer. Because different parts of the multimedia stream
have different perceptional importance, and the decoding of some packets depends on the
successful decoding of some other packets, Unequal Error Protection (UEP)- based
resource allocation is proposed in this chapter to cope with the new multimedia traffic
paradigm. By considering both decoding dependency and visual importance at the
application layer, as well as channel information and transmission control parameters at
lower layers, resource allocation efficiency in terms of energy-quality gain can be
significantly improved by effective protection of visual-decoding-important packets.

5.1 Multi-rate Energy Efficiency
In digital signal processing applications such as multimedia streaming over wireless
sensor networks, source data gathering nodes collect digital information and send
compressed data to the base station or sink node individually or collaboratively, at
different transmission data rates and possibly via different routing paths. On the other
hand, current wireless network attributes such as wireless channel conditions and network
routing topologies can bring optimal transmission rates in terms of energy efficiency on
each path and each hop [52] [83] [86]. It is thus desirable for sensor networks to provide
a support for multi-rate transmission platforms, driven by the need for upper layers of
network and wireless channel information to achieve energy efficiency. This
WMSN-based multi-rate adaption scheme is significantly different from traditional
multi-rate link adaptation research in general wireless networks, where the focus is to
increase throughput based on rate adaptation from variable channel conditions [84].
Figure 5.1 shows an illustrative example of digital signal processing applications in
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wireless sensor networks, where energy efficiency is achieved by low layer multi-rate
transmission control.

Figure 5.1 Energy efficient digital signal processing applications in multi-rate wireless sensor networks

In a wireless multimedia sensor network environment illustrated in this figure,
multimedia signals (e.g., audio data or image/video information) is collected by source
data gathering nodes, and transmitted via multiple routing paths in multiple hops with
different transmission data rate requirements. Central to each data gathering and
forwarding node is the transmission strategy scheduling for the purpose of achieving
energy efficiency. In each sensor node, application data flow traffic information and
wireless channel information are both acquired as the input to the transmission
scheduling algorithms, and transmission parameters such as data rate and transmission
power are optimized in terms of energy efficiency. Since the wireless channel
information may vary significantly in different geographic locations, each sensor device
has its own optimal transmission scheduling control. The transmission strategy control
functionality in MAC and PHY provides optimized packet level loss rate and energy
consumption performance to upper layers, which will be utilized in the overall cross layer
authentication, energy and distortion optimization.
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5.2 Link Layer Energy-Distortion Theory
The effects of network resource allocation in the link layer can be represented as the
turning factor of energy-distortion performance tradeoff for each packet. The distortion of
each packet is defined in this dissertation as the expected packet loss rate, or the
probability of receiving the packet in errors. The energy here denotes the mathematical
expectation of the energy consumption given the resource allocation parameter such as
power, rate, and retry. Thus, we can establish the link layer (layer 2) energy-distortion
performance mapping: {ρ , E} a η = {e, m, R} for each single media packet with length
denoted by L , where the expected energy consumption and average packet loss ratio of
transferring each packet is related to the desirable Bit Error Rate (BER) requirement
denoted by e , ARQ retry limit denoted by m , and the scalable transmission data rate
denoted by R according to our research in [51] [52] [85]-[87].

5.2.1 Bit Level Power-Rate Control
In a wireless channel environment, transmission performance such as BER at the receiver
end and transmission cost such as the power consumption is an inherent tradeoff.
Time-varying channel information such as wireless path loss, instantaneous channel
fading, and interference causes Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and BER variations. While
high data rate schemes using complicated and denser modulation encoding may
significantly improve throughput and reduce active transmission time in sensor networks,
a tradeoff still exists between data rates and BER.
According to well-known studies presented in [88] [89] [90], the desirable BER
value e can be mapped to an optimal transmission power value Pt
modulation scheme, especially the modulation constellation size

b

given the
, frequency

bandwidth (or presented in symbol rate in some research works) Rs , noise power density
N0

, and channel state information factor A denoting the instantaneous wireless channel

loss. Energy savings in sensor networks is primarily achieved by adjusting the
transmission data rate and transmission power supply to the radio module adaptively. In
wireless communication studies, the SNR required at the receiver end and the
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corresponding BER performance expectation can be estimated from each other given the
modulation scheme. For example, the BER for simple BPSK and QPSK modulation
schemes can be expressed as follows, according to [89], where erfc function follows
the definition in [116]:

e=

1
erfc (
2

Eb
)
N0

(5.1)

Similarly, for complex M-QAM modulation schemes, the BER performance is expressed
as follows [89]:

e=

2 ⎛⎜
1
1− b
⎜
b⎜
⎝ 22

⎞
Eb ⎞⎟
3b
⎟erfc⎛⎜
×
b
⎟⎟
⎜ 2(2 − 1) N ⎟
0 ⎠
⎝
⎠

(5.2)

Today these simple low rate modulation schemes such as BPSK and QPSK are widely
used in radio modules of sensor networks due to their robustness in error-prone wireless
channels. Although complex M-QAM modulation circuits may take more physical device
space and higher financial production cost, it is still feasible to be utilized in wireless
sensors for further research [91]. With the intensive network bandwidth requirements of
real-time video and audio sensors in advanced signal processing applications such as
target tracking and intrusion detection, M-QAM modulation is an ideal candidate to
improve the bandwidth utilization and latency performance [92].
Now we derive the relationship between BER and transmission power for the
M-QAM scheme. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) give the theoretical relationship between BER
and the ratio of energy per bit to noise power density denoted by

Eb / N 0 .

The receiver

side SNR can be acquired as follows, according to [90]:

SNR

rx

=

Eb
×b
N0

(5.3)

Given the receiver side signal-to-noise ratio SNRrx , the noise floor N , and channel state
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information including antenna gain A , the transmitter side power can be expressed as the
following equation, according to [88]:

Pt = SNRrx × N ×

1
A

(5.4)

The noise floor N can be calculated from the frequency bandwidth determined by the
physical layer transmission symbol rate Rs and the noise power density N 0 , as shown in
[89] [90].
N = Rs × N 0

(5.5)

Thus, the minimum transmission power Pt required to maintain receiver side signal
quality is quantitatively expressed as follows in terms of Eb / N 0 :

Pt = Rs × b ×

N 0 Eb
×
A N0

(5.6)

Now we have the mathematical relationship between transmission power Pt and signal
quality Eb / N 0 . The purpose is to derive the relationship between the transmission power
and the receiver side BER performance. According to Equations (5.1) and (5.2), we can
straightforwardly derive the equations for transmission power expressed by desirable
BER at the receiver end. The transmission power for simple BPSK and QPSK
modulation schemes can be expressed as

[

Pt = R s × b × erfc

−1

(2 × e )]2 ×

N0
A

(5.7)

The minimum transmission power required to keep a desirable BER e at the receiver
side using complex M-QAM modulation schemes can be expressed as
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−1
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⎟
e
×
⎟⎥ ×
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A
⎟⎥
⎠
⎠⎦

(5.8)

Upon determination of the modulation scheme, the physical layer transmission
symbol rate Rs and modulation constellation size b are also determined.

Thus, the

transmission data rate R is determined by R = Rs × b . In the multi-rate energy efficient
transmission systems of sensor networks, the desirable BER e is a system
pre-configured parameter defined by the upper layer or the cross- layer resource
allocation scheduling algorithms. The Gaussian noise power intensity N 0 is a system
constant value. Channel state factor A can be measured adaptive to the time-varying
wireless channel. From the above theoretical analysis, all the factors and parameters on
the right sides of Equations (5.7) and (5.8) can be determined, and thus transmission
power is expressed in close form. In addition, it is critical to see that a reduction in
transmission data rate is disproportionate to the reduction in transmission power, since
high data rate transmission requires denser modulation schemes with higher constellation
size b , thus leading to less error-robustness. Transmitting data at a lower data rate with a
more robust modulation scheme (i.e., a lower value of modulation constellation size b )
achieves better transmission power efficiency in the physical layer than the higher data
rate transmission.

5.2.2 Packet Level Retransmission Control
Based on the bit-level multi-rate power versatility analysis discussed in the previous
section, the link layer distortion-energy performance can be modeled as the mapping
from resource allocation strategies to the average packet level loss ratio ξ and average
energy consumption E . The resource allocation strategies here denote the physical layer
transmission power Pt , modulation constellation size

b

and MAC retry limit mmax .

Following the definition and analysis presented in our previous work [51], we define
a fully ordered set Ω = {r, c, d , a} to express the average packet level loss probability ξ
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and average energy consumption E, where the elements r ,

c, d

and a denote the

possible events of control packet delivery failure, i.e., RTS, CTS, DATA and
acknowledgement (ACK) delivery failure. The events in the fully-ordered set Ω
(

r<c<d <a

) are illustrated as follows. The delivery of CTS packet depends on the

successful delivery of the previous RTS packet, and the delivery of the DATA packet
depends on the successful delivery of the previous CTS. In a similar way, the delivery of
the ACK packet depends on the delivery of the previous DATA packet. In other words,
without successful delivery of the previous packet denoted in the fully-ordered event set,
a later packet will not be transmitted. The event probability of such packet transmission is
zero.
In multi-rate energy efficient WMSN transmission systems, control packets are
typically transmitted using a protocol-defined transmission power (i.e., maximum power
is usually used for control packet transmission) and protocol-defined transmission rate
(i.e., a basic data rate using the most robust modulation scheme is applied to control
packets). Let Pr denote the receive power; Ro denotes the transmission data rate of the
overhead packets;

l

denotes the virtual packet length of the timeout event which can be

easily calculated from the timeout value To of receiving a packet l = T o × R o . Also let
e o denote the BER of control overhead packets such as RTS, CTS and ACK, where e o

can be simply determined given the protocol-specified fixed transmission power Pmax .

eo =

Let

pi

⎛
1
erfc ⎜
⎜
2
⎝

Pmax A
R s bN 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

denote the packet transmission error probability of the

transmission round. Let

S r , Sc , S d ,

(5.9)

i − th

packet in a single

and S a denote the packet length of RTS, CTS,

DATA payload and ACK, respectively. The packet loss probability for overhead packets
such as RTS and CTS can be generically approximated. For example, the packet error
probability of an RTS packet failure can be easily expressed as pr = 1 − (1 − eo )S .
r
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∀i ∈ Ω, i ≠ d :
pi =

∏(1 − p ) × (1 − (1 − e ) )

(5.10)

Sk

k

o

k∈Ω,k <i

Let

e

be the desirable BER for a DATA packet with the total length

S

including data

payload, MAC header length H o and security overhead. Since the encryption process
does not change the bit length of the data chunk, the extra bit rate overhead for
multimedia selective encryption is zero. Thus the security overhead in packet level
analysis is confined to authentication overhead due to the introduced authentication
crypto-hash tags. The authentication crypto-hash bit overhead can be calculated given the
known redundancy degree | π | (i.e., the number of incoming authentication descendents).
For example, let S sig denote the size of signature, and S hash denote the size of a
crypto-hash tag; the total packet length can be calculated straightforwardly for the
signature packet.
S = S d + | π | S hash + S sig + H o

(5.11)

For other packets without an attached signature, the total packet length is reduced to
S = S d + | π | S hash + H o

(5.12)

Given the total packet length, the packet loss probability of each DATA packet can be
expressed as follows, according to [51].
i ∈ Ω, i = d :
pi =

∏(1 − p ) × (1 − (1 − e) )
S

(5.13)

k

k∈{r ,c}

Up to now, the packet loss event probability in the fully-ordered packet delivery event set
Ω

has been quantitatively determined. In the following part of this subsection, we will

focus on the quantitative expression and approximation of the communication energy
consumption. If the RTS packet transmission fails due to transmission errors in the
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wireless channel, extra unnecessary energy is consumed by both the transmitter and
receiver sides of the WMSN. The corresponding energy cost Er due to RTS packet
delivery failure can be expressed as follows:

Er = ( Pmax + Pr )

S + 2l
Sr
+ Pr ( c
)
Ro
Ro

(5.14)

The energy cost Ec due to CTS packet transmission failure is expressed in the following
equation in a similar way, by summing up both the transmitter side and receiver side
energy consumption:

Ec = (Pmax + Pr )

Sr + Sc
S + 2l
+ Pr
Ro
Ro

(5.15)

The communication energy savings is achieved by power control in the DATA packet
transmission. Unlike the control packets such as RTS, CTS and ACK, the DATA packets
are transmitted using the scaled transmission rate R and controlled power Pt at
multiple discrete levels. The total communication energy cost due to DATA packet
failure, including both transmitter side and receiver side energy consumption, is
expressed as follows:

Ed = (Pmax + Pr )

Sr + Sc
S + 2l
S
+ (Pt + Pr ) + Pr ( a
)
Ro
R
Ro

(5.16)

Similarly, as analyzed above, the energy cost Ea due to ACK packet transmission failure
can also be expressed as:

Ea = (Pmax + Pr )

Sr + Sc + Sa
S
l
+ (Pt + Pr ) + Pr
Ro
R
Ro

(5.17)

Besides the transmission failure event, the successful transmission event should also be
considered in the calculation of average energy consumption. The energy cost of sending
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a packet successfully by means of such RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK four-way handshaking is
expressed as

Es = (Pmax + Pr )

Sr + Sc + Sa
S
+ (Pt + Pr )
R
Ro

(5.18)

Also based on the four-way handshaking nature, the probability of packet delivery failure
p

in a single delivery without retransmission consideration can be expressed as

p = ∑ pi .
i∈Ω

Let mmax denote the link layer ARQ retry limit. The average retransmission round

m

can be expressed as a function of single round packet loss ratio and retry limit, according
to [21] [22], as

mmax

m = (1 − p )∑ i × p i −1 + (m + 1) p mmax

(5.19)

i =1

We can also approximate the average loss ratio ξ as follows, where it is eventually a

function of desirable BER

e

and ARQ retry limit m in a way similar to [21] [22] [51]:

m

ξ = 1 − (1 − p) × ∑ p i −1

(5.20)

i =1

Finally, the average energy consumption E

can be expressed as a close form function

of different resource allocation parameters: desirable BER

e

, ARQ retry limit mmax , and

transmission data rate R :
⎛
⎛
⎞ ⎞
E = m × ⎜⎜ ∑ p i E i + ⎜ 1 − ∑ p i ⎟ E s ⎟⎟
i∈ Ω
⎝
⎠ ⎠
⎝ i∈Ω

(5.21)

In some scenarios requiring high transmission efficiency in WMSN, RTS/CTS-based
handshaking and channel probing/reserving schemes are typically disabled due to high
communication overhead. Furthermore, the duty cycles and sleep modes are typically
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introduced into MAC layer scheduling for energy savings. In such efficient transmission
systems, the loss ratio for a packet with payload length S d with security overhead (i.e.,
authentication overhead) can be expressed as follows, given incoming authentication
redundancy degree | π | and packet transmission overhead H o and S a :
p = 1 − (1 − e) d

S + π Shash + H o + Sa

(5.22)

The incoming authentication redundancy degree | π | increases both packet loss ratio
penalty and energy consumption overhead. This is because the additional attached
crypto-hash tags increase the bit rate overhead of each packet, which causes extra energy
consumption. Considering such security overhead, the energy consumption of delivering
the packet with length S d can be approximated as follows, where To denotes the
protocol-related transmission time overhead, Ps denotes the sleep power and Tcyc
denotes a time cycle of sleep period.
⎞
⎛ S + π S hash + H o
⎞
⎛S
E = Pt × ⎜⎜ d
+ To ⎟⎟ + Pr × ⎜ a + To ⎟
R
⎠
⎝R
⎠
⎝
⎞
⎛ S + π S hash + H o
⎞
⎛S
+ To ⎟⎟
+ Pt × ⎜ a + To ⎟ + Pr × ⎜⎜ d
R
⎠
⎝R
⎠
⎝

(5.23)

⎛
⎞
S + π S hash + H o + S a
+ 2 Ps × ⎜⎜ Tcyc − d
− 2To ⎟⎟
R
⎝
⎠

Based on the packet loss ratio and packet transmission energy consumption in a single
transmission, we can derive the expressions of average packet loss ratio and expected
energy consumption considering link layer retransmission. The average packet loss ratio
expectation can be reduced to the following expression according to [21] [22], given the
link layer retry limit mmax :
ξ = pm

max

(5.24)

The energy consumption expectation can be approximated as follows according to [22]
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[23], given the single round transmission energy and the retry limit:

E = E×

1 − ξ mmax
1−ξ

(5.25)

According to the above analysis, the packet delivery energy-distortion performance can
be quantitatively modeled as the average packet loss ratio ξ and the expected energy
consumption E with retransmission consideration.

5.3 Disproportionate Resource Allocation
The provision of secure multimedia streaming in energy-constrained WMSNs in a cross
layer fashion naturally favors disproportionate network resource allocation. In such cross
layer scheduling, the security strategy in terms of multimedia selective encryption and
stream authentication, as well as the network transmission strategies in terms of rate and
power control, need to be jointly adjusted with regard to application attributes such as
packet distortion reduction, packet decoding dependency and wireless channel conditions.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the cross layer secure resource management architecture.
The multimedia stream coming from the application layer is processed with selective
encryption or crypto-hash-based stream authentication, or both. The pre-processed
distortion reduction of each packet denoting the packet importance is also an input of the
system. The distortion reduction can be either measured or predicted using well-studied
methods, and the packet decoding dependency is also analyzed for efficient resource
allocation purposes. The secure multimedia stream is sent down to lower layers (e.g., the
MAC layer and the PHY layer) for transmission. It is worth noting that we did not design
a new medium access protocol in sensor networks, but rather used the existing sensor
network MAC protocols such as T-MAC [24] or S-MAC [23]. The duty cycle
management and channel access control mechanism in these protocols are not changed by
our proposed approach. Our proposed resource allocation functionality serves as a plug-in
to the existing protocols. The resource allocation algorithm residing in the resource
allocation scheduling unit takes the packet distortion reduction of each packet and the
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stream decoding and dependency as the inputs. It then produces the desirable BER as the
output for UEP- based transmission protection.

Figure 5.2 Cross layer resource management framework for secure multimedia streaming in multi-rate
APP-MAC-PHY

The desirable BER is an effective intermediate system parameter to achieve UEPbased transmission protection. This parameter can be modified or updated by the cross
layer resource allocation algorithm adaptively according to application layer media
characteristics as well as wireless channel conditions. When the MAC layer is ready to
transmit data packets to the corresponding neighbor nodes, it enables and initializes the
wireless radio module, performs carrier sensing contention or clear channel assessment
for the shared wireless channel, and then sends security-protected multimedia packets
with optimized transmission strategies to the intended receiver. The desirable BER
produced by the resource allocation algorithm is translated into physical layer
transmission power according to the methodology presented in the previous section, as
well as the methodology reported in [51]. Then the modulation scheme is selected by
looking up the data rate and modulation mapping in the lookup table. After the
computation of proper transmission power and supplying this optimized power to radio
module, the transmitter side starts transferring data via the chosen modulation scheme
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with the properly controlled transmission power. Once the packet transmission finishes,
the MAC layer resets the radio module to the basic modulation scheme (usually the
simplest but most robust modulation scheme) with protocol-specified maximum
transmission power, in order to make sure the control packet such as RTS and CTS can
be properly transmitted.
The desirable BER translated into transmission power control is a more desirable
resource allocation parameter than others such as retry limit or data rate, because it is
easy to tune the energy-distortion performance in fine grain, while the transmission data
rate and retransmission limits can only be controlled in coarse grain. It is true that a
higher ARQ retry limit can reduce the average packet loss ratio significantly by invoking
a new round of packet transmissions; however, the retransmission incurs considerable
energy penalty and latency overhead. More importantly, the ARQ retry limit is discrete
and only integer values are valid for real world configuration, leading to undesirable
fine-tuning performance. In a practical environment such as the TinyOS platform,
transmission power control is typically performed by writing an 8-bit register using NesC
[94] code, for example, PotC.setPot(uint8_t nTxPower), where the valid range of
transmission power is [0,99] for the Micaz platform [51]. Thus, transmission power
control can be performed in a near-consecutive way.
Furthermore, the transmission data rate can be independently optimized, further
simplifying the overall cross layer optimization problem. This rate independency can be
verified from equations presented in the previous section, where either the transmission
data rate R or the constellation size

b

is not a variable in calculating the average loss

ratio ξ . In other words, changing the transmission data rate or the modulation

constellation size will only affect the energy consumption but not the average packet loss
ratio. This is because in our proposed resource allocation framework, adaptive power
control is applied to each packet transmission in high data rate compensating for the
bit-error overhead due to the increased rate. If a higher transmission data rate is applied,
higher transmission power will also be applied automatically to ensure a similar receiver
side signal quality as achieved by lower rate transmission. Similarly, when the packet is
transmitted using a lower data rate, lower transmission power is selected to reduce energy
consumption. Since the data rate R is independent of the packet loss ratio, it is also
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independent of the total expected multimedia quality (i.e., total distortion reduction), and
the transmission rate optimization can be performed individually. On the other hand, the
available choices of PHY layer transmission data rate and modulation schemes are quite
limited and enumerable [19]. In this research, we only consider QPSK and M-QAM with
only four available discrete transmission data rates, where similar modulation
enumeration approaches are also found in latest research such as [19] and [67]. The
optimal transmission data rate in terms of minimal energy consumption per information
bit of pure data can be acquired by a simple enumeration search among the data rates.
This simple enumeration scheme can be easily handled in a low cost radio module in
sensor networks, which provides significant application impacts in low power wireless
electronics.

5.4 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed unequal resource allocation strategies. The UEP-based
resource allocation scheme should be performed in an application-aware manner, not
only considering the throughput and latency but also targeting energy efficiency in
WMSNs. First we have analyzed the multi-rate power efficiency starting in the physical
layer, and formalized the quantitative relationship between transmission data rate and
transmission power. We have shown the possibility of achieving reduced power
consumption using low rate transmissions. Then we have stepped into the link layer and
proposed a link layer energy-distortion modeling methodology. In the proposed link layer
energy-distortion model, the packet transmission performance in terms of energy
consumption and packet loss ratio are quantitatively expressed by network resource
allocation parameters. Thus, these parameters are connected to packet delivery quality
and energy consumption expectations.
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Chapter 6. Proposed Unequal Control for Multimedia
Selective Encryption
In this chapter, we discuss the theory and methodology of providing privacy in
quality-driven WMSNs with energy efficiency assurance. The feasibility of jointly
designing low cost multimedia selective encryption and energy efficient network resource
allocation becomes a key challenge. The multimedia privacy protection discussed in this
chapter is similar to stream authentication: stream authentication tries to verify as many
packets as possible, whereas selective encryption tries to encrypt data as little as possible
by controlling the most important part of the streaming media. Similar to stream
authentication, selective encryption also changes the correlation and inter-packet
dependency between different parts in final encrypted image code streams. Traditional
UEP schemes are not desirable for such new secure multimedia delivery paradigms.

6.1 Provision of Multimedia Privacy and Quality Assurance
6.1.1 Selective Encryption Concept
Multimedia delivery applications in WMSNs have gained tremendous popularity in
recent years. However, security issues for these applications have become major
challenges for several reasons. First, wireless channels in WMSNs are more vulnerable to
malicious intrusion attacks and packet eavesdropping than wired ones, leading to higher
security sensitivity requirements. Furthermore, the low cost sensor nodes are extremely
constrained in real-time encryption and online transmission capability due to the
computational, memory and energy resource constraints.
Traditional cryptographic techniques have been proposed to offer binary data privacy
in a strict sense, i.e., encrypting the whole data stream to achieve data security. These
conventional schemes may work fine for binary data flows, but not for content sensitive
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and loss tolerant multimedia. Large size multimedia content requires considerable
computational resources in encryption and decryption far beyond what a low cost sensor
node can offer. Moreover, the processing time for encryption and decryption bottlenecks
real-time secure multimedia delivery applications. Due to these limitations, the
multimedia content flows have to be selectively encrypted to reduce the total
computational complexity, and transferred in noisy and insecure channels with energy
and bandwidth resource constraints. On the other hand, transmission bit errors and packet
losses are inevitable in time-varying noisy wireless networks, especially in harsh sensor
network environments. Therefore, there is a strong need to design error robust and
communication efficient resource allocation schemes for secure image delivery over
WMSNs, where content security, media quality and energy efficiency are all challenging
tasks in these systems.
Considering security in resource allocation has received very little attention in recent
literature. Multimedia encryption approaches have been proposed to cipher the important
coefficients selectively from either the transform domain or the compression domain
[96]-[100]. Most of these approaches focused on extracting the most crucial coefficients
or packets from either the transform domain or the compression domain, rather than
designing and proposing new mathematical encryption algorithms. Thus the security
level is relatively high, with significant challenges in finding the dominant parts of the
compressed code stream. Other research has been proposed to use secret entropy coding
to achieve multimedia security in a different way [101]-[107]. Typically the entropy
coding stage is slightly modified and the coded stream is ciphered by a certain pseudo
random order. The implementation of these approaches is relatively simple and
mathematical computational complexity is relatively low. But the disadvantage of these
schemes is low level security due to the pseudo random ordering in entropy coding. The
first category is typically referred to as multimedia selective encryption and the second
category is generally referred to as joint entropy coding and encryption. Although they
are different in design methodologies, the purpose of these two encryption categories is
the same: to achieve multimedia privacy while reducing encryption overhead favoring
real-time multimedia security.
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Most of the previous research in literature focused on application layer encryption
only without considering quality-driven energy efficient delivery of selectively encrypted
multimedia in wireless channels. For example, the research in [106] [107] proposed
schemes of scrambling significant transform domain coefficients to avoid content fruition
by unauthorized attackers or users. Although the carefully designed scrambling
techniques might alleviate the known-plaintext or chosen-plaintext attacks to the secret
multimedia content, UEP-based transmission optimization can hardly be applied to the
encrypted code stream because it is difficult to separate important encrypted media
packets from other unimportant packets by scrambling. The research proposed in [101]
[102] [103] combined multimedia encryption and entropy coding using Multiple
Huffman Table (MHT) alternately in a pseudo random secret order; the authors claimed
to

achieve

reasonable

level

security

and

unaffected

compression

efficiency

simultaneously. However, a recent publication reported in [104] presented chosen
plaintext attacks on the basic MHT scheme and the enhanced method with randomized
bit insertion. Recent reported research in [108] also performed comprehensive
cryptanalysis on MHT-based multimedia encryption approaches, showing their
vulnerability to known-plain-text and chosen-plain-text attacks. Some other research has
been proposed to encrypt the partially selected set of transform domain coefficients (such
as DCT or wavelet coefficients) [98] [99] [100], in order to reduce the total encrypted
data overhead. But the semantic meaning of the multimedia content can still be acquired
from the low quality encrypted images, since the coefficient energy concentration is not
equivalent to the image perceptibility. Wavelet zero-tree and quad-tree-based partial
encryption approaches proposed in [97] encrypted and hid the tree structure information
in the two highest pyramid levels, which is crucial to image decoding processes. Without
these encrypted crucial parts, i.e., code stream structure information, the semantic
meaning multimedia content cannot be acquired even with large amounts of plain-text
unimportant data. However, none of these aforementioned multimedia encryption
schemes jointly considered the application layer security and network transmission
efficiency. Since multimedia selective encryption may significantly change the code
stream structure and introduce a new packet decoding dependency graph, traditional
UEP-based resource allocation schemes are no longer suitable for such scenarios.
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6.1.2 Application of Position-based Selective Encryption
A. Position-based Selective Encryption
In this chapter, we propose a new secure resource allocation framework integrating the
selective encryption idea in a position-value manner [50] [51]. We extend the selective
encryption to an entropy coding stage such as Arithmetic Coding (AC), which is easily
implemented according to EZW, SPITH or EBCOT in the JPEG2000 standard. This
approach also makes UEP-based network resource allocation easily applied to the
selectively encrypted images.
In previous chapters, we proposed a new position – value based UEP paradigm.
Since P-V diversity is an inborn feature of multimedia content itself, exploring this
dominant feature in selective encryption provides significant foundations for designing
secure multimedia streaming in low cost sensor networks. In this dissertation, we use
wavelet coded digital images as illustrative examples of multimedia. Following our
previous studies proposed in [109] [110] [111], several terms used in this chapter are
re-defined as follows. Figure 6.1 illustrates the concept of these basic terms.

Figure 6.1 PS, EP, p-segment and v-segment in wavelet coded image code stream

Paramount Skeleton (PS): PS is defined as the symbols of the two highest pyramid
levels of the significant coefficients in the wavelet coefficient matrix. PS symbols
determine whether all the coefficients in the hierarchy of the wavelet tree will be encoded
or not, depending on the magnitude value. Hiding PS symbols by encryption can
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effectively disrupt the zero tree structure or significant propagation determination, which
is the paramount operation in the decoding process.
Encrypted Procession (EP): EP information is defined as several beginning PS
symbols together with their lengths of runs to be encrypted in each coding bitplane. The
symbols and their runlengths in PS have a unique avalanche effect of error propagation.
Any single transmission bit error in the beginning of PS may cause irreversible position
drift or location misalignment, leading to high difficulty of further symbol decoding.
Hence, these tiny parts of EP data in the PS can strongly control the compressed image
code stream structure, which has significant potential to reduce encryption overhead for
real-time selective encryption. It should be noted that the maximum length of EP equals
the length of residing PS.
P-segment: The output of P-V partition – symbols denoting the position information
of significant coefficients created in each bitplane coding loop. P-segments determine the
code stream structure that is crucial for decoding and image reconstruction. The PS in
each bitplane is a subset of the p-segment in the same bitplane.
V-segment: The output of P-V partition –magnitude symbols of wavelet coefficients
created in each bitplane coding loop. V-segments determine the magnitude refinement for
each wavelet coefficient reconstruction. V-segments do not determine the code stream
structure.

In the proposed selective encryption and resource allocation approach, the
compressed code streams of one digital image are first partitioned into p-segments and
v-segments according to the methodology presented in Chapter 4. Then the PS symbols
in each p-segment are encrypted selectively by controlling the length of the EP blocks.
Finally, the encrypted code stream is transmitted in WMSN, and encryption aware
network resource allocation is applied to improve image transmission quality and
enhance energy efficiency by unequally protecting the EP, p-segments and v-segments.

B. Skeleton Encryption with P-V Partitioning
In the proposed selective encryption scheme, the input digital images are first
processed with wavelet based transform and P-V partitioning in compression as described
in Chapter 4. Then the PS information is identified in the p-segments and EP blocks are
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encrypted using strong block encryption algorithms. The proposed selective encryption
scheme is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Since the EP blocks only occupy a small portion of the
whole compressed code stream, this selective encryption scheme can significantly reduce
the encryption overhead while providing high level security via the strong block
encryption algorithms. Without the structure information residing in p-segments, the
magnitude value information in v-segments will be put in the wrong position of wavelet
coefficients matrix upon decoding, leading to significant perception distortion. Moreover,
the small portion of PS information determines the structure of each p-segment and hence
the whole code stream. Modification or encryption of the PS information successfully
scrambles the positions of wavelet coefficients associated with those PS symbols. Finally,
due to the avalanche error propagation effects, any single crack error in EP leads to
irreversible symbol position drift in PS, making the positions of further decoded wavelet
coefficients erroneous and useless. In the proposed scheme, the code words of EP
symbols after entropy codebook lookup are encrypted by standard encryption algorithms,
rather than the encryption of EP symbols themselves, which may reduce compression
efficiency. The EP after selective encryption forms encrypted EP blocks. Thus,
encrypting the tiny amount EP symbols in each PS and p-segment can efficiently protect
the stream structure, leading to high difficulty of image reconstruction without a
cipher-key. Due to the significantly reduced encryption workload overhead, this proposed
selective encryption approach can also make feasible both symmetric-key encryption
algorithms such as AES [112] or TEA [113], and time-consuming public-key algorithms
such as RSA [114] or ECC [115]. Thus, the proposed position-based selective encryption
scheme is encryption algorithm independent and significantly reduces encrypted data bits.
This approach can also address the key-exchange problem [109], since it significantly
reduces overhead.
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Figure 6.2 Proposed selective encryption and resource allocation framework

The original code words of EP blocks are reconstructed after EP block decryption
upon decryption processes, and the symbols as well as their run-lengths are determined
from the entropy code book. PS symbols are also reconstructed and p-segments are
recreated according to decoded EP information in each bitplane decoding. Eventually, the
p-segments and v-segments of all the bitplanes are decoded and the wavelet coefficients
are reconstructed. The EP blocks are crucial for image decoding and reconstruction, and
valid EP information is provided through correctly decrypted EP blocks conveyed in the
encrypted code stream. Attacks using falsified and fake cipher keys may lead to
significantly different code words in EP blocks, as well as erroneous PS symbols and
p-segments. Decoding of this wrong location and position information provides false
positions of wavelet coefficients and extremely distorted images.
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6.2 Unequal Energy-Quality-Encryption Control
6.2.1 Resource Allocation with Encryption Consideration
Multimedia selective encryption reshuffles the inter-packet dependency and
correlation, which significantly changes the code stream structure. The traditional
layer-based packet dependency analysis and the corresponding network resource
allocation schemes are not suitable for such new transmission paradigm. It is natural that
selective encryption be considered in network resource allocation, because the encrypted
EP blocks scramble the code stream structure. Moreover, the EP blocks, p-segments and
v-segments have different perceptional distortion importance. Typically, the EP blocks
are more important than p-segments, because the decoding of p-segments depends on PS
symbols, and the decoding of these PS symbols depends on correct decryption of the
associated EP blocks. In addition, the p-segments dictating the code stream structure are
much more important than the v-segments, as the decoding of v-segments depends on the
correct decoding of p-segments in the current and previous bitplanes. Figure 6.2 shows
the joint privacy and quality control-based UEP framework of the secure image delivery
over wireless sensor networks. Unlike traditional UEP approaches that only target media
quality, energy efficiency and privacy are also considered in the proposed
encryption-aware resource allocation scheme. In the proposed scheme, the transmission
data rate is individually optimized for energy efficiency in a way similar to [109] [110].
The different network resource control parameters such as physical layer desirable BER
requirements (translated from optimal transmission power control) and link layer packet
ARQ retry limits are allocated unequally to each EP block, p-segment or v-segment, in
order to further improve energy efficiency while providing image quality and security
assurance. The energy consumption of transmitting this image and the distortion of the
reconstructed image are both related to these parameters. By allocating more resources to
EP blocks as well as p-segments, and less effort to v-segments, valuable network
resources are more efficiently utilized.
The joint privacy and quality protection problem can be formulated as a distortion
reduction maximization problem with energy consumption constraints, where selective
encryption is considered in the distortion analysis. The total expected distortion reduction
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after image decoding and decryption can be expressed in terms of transmission packet
loss ratios for each EP block, important p-segment and unimportant v-segment,
respectively. Let

N

denote the number of code stream layers, and ∆d p and ∆d v denote

the distortion reduction of the p-segment and v-segment. Let g
corresponding packet loss probability in transmission. Let

NB

denote the

denote EP block count,

EB , E p and Ev denote the energy consumption of transmitting one link layer packet

of EP block, p-segment and v-segment, respectively. Also, let Bk = {0,1,2,.....} denote the
k-th EP block set containing the indices of encrypted p-segments associated with that EP
block. The total expected distortion reduction ε [∆D] of the reconstructed image can be
expressed as
ε [∆D]
⎛⎛ i
⎞
⎞
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⎟
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The average packet loss ratio and distortion reduction measurement of each segment can
be expressed in close forms in terms of desirable BER, ARQ retry limit [110], and thus
the total expected distortion reduction can also be expressed using these resource
allocation parameters. Let E MAX denote the energy budget constraint. The overall
optimization problem can be formulated as follows [110]:

{ BER ( i ), M MAX ( i ), R DATA ( i )}
i∈{ EP }∪ { p − segment }∪ { v − segment }

= arg max {ε [ ∆ D ]}

Subject to the energy constraint:

(6.2)
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N

i

i

i

∑ EB (i) + ∑ E p (i) + ∑ Ev (i) ≤ Emax

(6.3)

The quality-driven secure resource allocation problem can be solved by finding the
desirable BER, ARQ retry limit and transmission data rate for each EP block, p-segment
and v-segment, respectively. The objective function is to achieve maximized overall
distortion reduction after decryption.

6.2.2 Solutions and Simplification
In the proposed resource allocation scheme, the communication resources are
allocated unequally among different image packets, and the decoding and decryption
dependency analysis becomes the key component in solving this problem. Typical image
packet decryption and decoding dependency are illustrated in Figure 6.3. It is clear that
the EP blocks are more important than p-segments and v-segments, and the distortion
reduction contributions of p-segments are much more important than that of v-segments.
For example, as we have described in [110] in great detail, two EP block sets are created
after selective encryption: S1 = {0,1} and S 2 = {2,3} . These two sets denote that the EP
block1 contains the secret EP information from p-segment0 and p-segment1, and the EP
block2 contains the secret EP information from p-segment2 and p-segment3. To let
distortion reduction brought by p-segment2 (j=2 in this case, and 2 ∈ S 2 ) contribute to the
decrypted and reconstructed image, EP block2 must be delivered without bit errors
because of decryption dependency. Regarding the decoding dependency, the p-segment0
and p-segment1 must be transmitted correctly in order for decoding of p-segment2.
Otherwise, p-segment2 cannot be correctly decoded due to the decoding dependency or
decryption dependency.
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Figure 6.3 Image code stream structure with selective encryption and P-V partition applied

The reconstructed image qualities after decryption, decoding and transmission for
erasing different EP blocks, p-segments or v-segment are shown in Figure 6.4. This
figure illustrates the unequal importance of EP blocks, p-segments and v-segments in
terms of visual distortion effects after transmission in a packet erasing channel. The EP
blocks determine the PS symbols of the p-segments, the p-segments contain the structure
of the code stream and position information of the wavelet coefficients, while the
v-segments contain magnitude value information. The v-segments will not contribute to
distortion reduction and decoded image quality alone without p-segments. The
p-segments cannot be correctly decoded and reconstructed without correctly decrypting
EP and PS symbols. Transmission errors and packet losses in EP blocks or their
associated p-segments lead to serious distortion, especially near the important Most
Significant Bit (MSB) bitplane. Even in unimportant bitplanes near the Least Significant
Bit (LSB), p-segments show around 8-10dB more importance than v-segments in terms
of PSNR. Thus, in UEP-based network resource allocation, those secret EP blocks and
p-segments deserve more transmission error protection such as low desirable BER
requirements and high ARQ retry limits than those less important v-segments. The
visualized effects of erasing different EP blocks as well as p-segments and v-segments
are also shown in this figure. The packet losses of p-segments or associated EP blocks
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cause considerable image visual distortion even near the LSB plane, while losing
v-segments even near MSB plane still achieves comprehensible image visual effects.

Figure 6.4 Image (“building”) quality with erasing different p-segment s, v-segments or EP blocks in
different bitplanes
Note: Visual effect of reconstructed images while erasing different EP blocks, p-segment or v-segment in
different bitplanes. (a): erasing p-segment in bitplane 1, PSNR = 10.9829 dB; (b): erasing p-segment in
bitplane 3, PSNR = 19.2011 dB; (c): erasing p-segment in bitplane 5, PSNR = 24.8911 dB; (d): erasing
v-segment in bitplane 1, PSNR = 21.1707 dB; (e): erasing v-segment in bitplane 3, PSNR = 30.4980 dB; (f):
erasing v-segment in bitplane 5, PSNR = 35.8801 dB; (g): erasing EP block 0 associated with p-segments
in bitplane 0 and 1, no valid image can be reconstructed (h): erasing EP block 1 associated with p-segments
in bitplane 2 and 3, PSNR=17.6615; (i) erasing EP block 2 associated with p-segments in bitplane 4 and 5,
PSNR=21.5339;

Given the analysis of the unequal importance in the encrypted image code stream,
the UEP-based transmission protection and resource allocation strategy can be efficiently
designed to enhance image transmission quality while assuring privacy and energy
efficiency. The optimization problem can be effectively solved by generic methods such
as genetic algorithms, but the direct application of these algorithms is time- and resource
consuming, and hence inapplicable for real-time image delivery in low cost wireless
sensor networks. Thus, we propose a simplified approximation methodology by
exploiting the inborn unequal importance nature of p-segments and v-segments, as well
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as the inter-packet dependency between EP blocks and the p-segments and v-segments in
the plaintext code stream.
In the proposed approach, the p-segments are grouped together as a resource
allocation unit, and the v-segments are grouped into another resource allocation unit.
Assigning one set of desirable BER and ARQ retry limit to the p-segment group and
another set of those parameters for the v-segment group throughout all bitplanes naturally
produces hierarchical packet loss ratio performance. Thus, the layer-based UEP is formed
among different bitplanes. It further forms a position-value based UEP paradigm between
p-segments and v-segments simultaneously. This is because the packet size in the
embedded image code stream is almost naturally increasing with bitplane level. A high
bitplane level segment has a larger packet loss ratio, while a low bitplane segment has a
lower packet loss ratio [51]. Moreover, the lengths of EP blocks are determined by key
size used in the mathematical encryption algorithms, for example, 128 bits in AES, which
are typically much shorter than the lengths of p-segments packets. Thus, resource
allocation parameters such as desirable BER and ARQ retry limit for EP blocks can be
assigned in conjunction with those of p-segments, to reduce the solution search space for
optimization [110]. Finally, the UEP between encrypted data and plaintext, the UEP
between p-segments and v-segments, and the UEP between different bitplanes are jointly
simplified into an output solution vector as [e( p),e(v), mmax ( p), mmax (v)] . Through this
non-trivial approximation, a simplified solution for providing UEP-based secure image
transmission in WMSNs can be designed as Algorithm 6.1, which has been reported in
our previous research [110].

Algorithm 6.1 Improve image quality using UEP with encryption and energy efficiency
consideration.

Input: The distortion reduction measurement of each p-segment and v-segment packet,
the packet size, the channel state factor and the energy budget.
Output: The solution vector in the form of [e( p),e(v), mmax ( p), mmax (v)].

(A): Initialization and performing chromosome coding.
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Code each element in the solution vector as a gene and each solution as a chromosome.
Initialize the population space size S pop and maximum number of generations Gmax .
Then create the first generation randomly.

(B) Fitness F evaluation of each chromosome according to the distortion reduction
expectation F = ε [∆] , and sort the chromosome in descending order according to their
fitness values. If the energy consumption expectation calculated from the resource
allocation strategy is lower than the energy consumption budget, the distortion reduction
expectation is used as the fitness evaluation. Otherwise the fitness value is assigned to
zero for the corresponding resource allocation strategy.

(D) Crossover of elite parents in the current population, and produce a new population
generation.
By denoting the k-th chromosome’s fitness function as F (k ) where

k = 0,1,......S pop − 1 ,

probability

is

that
S pop

p (k ) = F (k ) / ∑ F (k )

one

chromosome

crossover

with

others

expressed

the
as

. Then randomly switch chromosomes to produce a new generation

k

of population with the same size.

(E) If maximal generation count is larger than the maximum number of generations Gmax ,
then go to step (F). Else go to step (B) to improve fitness of the newly produced
generation.

(F) Output the best chromosome in the current population with the maximum distortion
reduction and less energy consumption than the energy budget.

The proposed scheme considerably reduces the size of the possible solution space,
and thus makes the solution acquisition process applicable for practical secure image
delivery applications in WMSNs. Thus, more communication resources are allocated to
important EP blocks containing the secret data and important p-segments containing the
position information, and relatively less cost is incurred by putting fewer communication
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resources on unimportant v-segments containing magnitude value information. The
image quality is improved and the privacy is assured while the total energy consumption
is reduced.

6.3 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a new quality-driven multimedia selective
encryption and resource allocation framework to provide media privacy, media quality
and energy efficiency in an integrated solution. First, we have discussed the fundamental
theory and methodology of multimedia selective encryption using digital image selective
encryption as an illustrative example. We have further proposed a novel position-based
digital image selective encryption scheme to cipher the secret positions of important
coefficients and to hide the secret code stream structure. The proposed position-based
selective encryption scheme significantly reduced the encryption bit overhead, making it
desirable for online encryption in low cost sensor nodes.
Moreover, we have analyzed the fundamental relationship between multimedia
selective encryption and quality driven network resource allocation, and proposed a new
encryption-oriented resource allocation scheme to transmit the encrypted code stream in a
cross layer UEP fashion. The important EP blocks and p-segments are transmitted with
higher requirements of communication resources to improve the expected image quality,
and the unimportant v-segments are transmitted with less communication effort to save
energy. The proposed multimedia privacy protection framework is similar to the UIP
framework, with stream authentication considerations as presented in the previous
chapter.
Both stream authentication and selective encryption change the correlation and
packet dependency among the secure code streams. Thus, those traditional UEP schemes
without consideration of such additional dependency are not desirable for the new secure
multimedia delivery paradigms. In the proposed encryption and resource allocation
framework, privacy can be guaranteed and the image quality can be improved, while the
energy consumption is bounded.
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Chapter 7. Proposed Unequal Control for Multimedia
Stream Authentication
With the development of network and digital signal processing, security issues become
critical concerns. For example, a content sender may want to ensure that his or her
content can only be viewed by authorized users, and content viewers may also want to
ensure the received content is indeed from the right sender and that it is not altered
maliciously [1]. Authentication answers two inter-related questions: repudiation issues,
i.e., who sent the data, and integrity issues, i.e., whether the data has been maliciously
modified [1] [2]. Authentication techniques can also be classified into two types: content
level watermarking (before compression) and packet level stream authentication (post
compression). In this chapter, we will provide an overview of these two major
authentication techniques and summarize their advantages and pitfalls.

7.1 Content Watermarking and Stream Authentication
Content-based watermarking [42] [43] [44] [45] has been proposed to protect
multimedia copyright and integrity over a long period of time. Watermarking can be
classified into two categories according to integrity protection criteria: hard (i.e., fragile)
watermarking and soft (i.e., robust) watermarking [59]: Fragile watermarking rejects any
modification of multimedia signaling, and robust watermarking typically measures
distortion with regard to a threshold for decision-making on the authenticity of
challenged signals. It is worth noting that there is typically no sharp boundary between
fragile and robust watermarking.
Figure 7.1 shows an illustrative example of the image watermarking process. In this
example, the secret authentication data is composed of pseudo-random binary codes
generated from a pre-distributed key. A wavelet coefficient matrix is formed after the
DWT process is applied to the original digital image. The pseudo-random sequence is
then embedded to the middle frequency bands of the wavelet coefficients. Since the
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pseudo-random sequence is composed of zeros and positive and negative ones, adding
these bits to the middle frequency bands will not cause perceptional differences. If the
secret data is embedded with the low frequency bands, considerable perceptional
distortion will occur; if these pseudo-random bits are embedded with high frequency
bands, secret data will be lost during the compression process. In the watermark
extraction process, the pseudo-random bit sequence is generated from the same
pre-distributed key and applied to the middle frequency band coefficients, typically by
multiplicative operations. Because the pseudo-random sequence and the middle
frequency band coefficients are statistically non-correlated, only the square values of the
secret data are extracted. Media content repudiation can be determined by comparing the
extracted watermark to a given threshold value.

Figure 7.1 An example of image watermarking

It is clear that watermarking is applied before multimedia compression. Thus,
adapting security to time-varying wireless channel conditions is a formidable challenge.
Furthermore, watermarking-based content authentication may offer ambiguous
authentication results due to the selection of the decision threshold, missing a clear cut
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between authenticated media and unauthenticated media. Finally, it is generally difficult
to make useful and mathematical provable statements about system security, and the
security of watermarking-based content authentication is typically low [1]. The advantage
of watermarking-based authentication is the low computational complexity due to simple
pseudo-random code calculations, as well as little additional bit rate overhead since no
additional crypto-hash tags are attached to the media code stream.
Crypto-hash-based stream authentication has been recently proposed [1] [2] to
provide multimedia security in lossy networks. It is different from traditional binary data
authentication. Traditional binary data authentication offers data security in a strict sense,
which is not suitable for wireless multimedia because a simple bit-flip may not change
the semantic meaning of multimedia content [2] [3]. Crypto-hash- based stream
authentication is more suitable for multimedia delivery over wireless networks, where
physical layer symbol errors and link layer packet drops are inevitable. It is also different
from traditional watermarking, since stream authentication applies a one-way hash or
signature directly on the packets. Thus the verification results have no ambiguity [2]:
each received packet is either authenticated or unauthenticated and discarded.
Figure 7.2 shows an example of crypto-hash-based stream authentication applied to
multimedia streaming. The packets in the media stream are concatenated and linked
together via one-way hash functions such as SHA-1, which takes variable input data
length and output fixed length message authentication code. The message authentication
code of one packet can be attached to any other packets in the media stream as
crypto-hash tags. For packets already having incoming crypto-hash tags attached to
themselves, both the packet payload data and the crypto-hash tags are regarded as the
input of the outgoing crypto-hash function. A packet is regarded as valid if and only if the
packet is received correctly and at least one path leads to the signature packet. Typically
only one signature is applied to group of packets (e.g., an image, or a GOP in a video),
because the signature signing process is computationally intensive and the signature size
is large, while the crypto-hash calculation is much faster and the hash tag size is
relatively small. If a packet has no path leading to the signature packet, the verification of
this packet has failed. However, if an authentication ancestor packet is lost, the packet
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may still be verified if any other ancestor packets can bridge this packet to the signature
packet.

Figure 7.2 An example of crypto-hash-based stream authentication

For example, Packet 1 is the signature packet, and Packet 2 selects Packet 1 as its
authentication parent by attaching an authentication crypto-hash tag to Packet 1. Packet 3
and Packet 4 select Packet 2 as their authentication parent. Packet 4 also selects Packet 3
as its authentication parent for robustness improvement. Packet 5 selects both Packet 3
and Packet 4 as its authentication parents. If Packet 3 is lost due to transmission bit errors
in the WMSN, the verification of Packet 1 and Packet 2 is not affected since they are in
previous authentication levels of Packet 3, i.e., the authentication of Packet 1 and Packet
2 is independent of the successful transmission and verification of Packet 3. Since Packet
4 and Packet 5 select Packet 3 as their common authentication parent, the verification of
these two packets from Packet 3 fails. However, these two packets can still be verified in
the following way: Packet 4 can be verified by checking the crypto-hash tag attached to
Packet 2, and Packet 5 can be verified by checking the crypto-hash tag in Packet 4. This
authentication scheme increases the error robustness in packet erasing networks such as
WMSNs, with the tradeoff of increasing communication bit rate overhead due to the
crypto-hash tags attached to the authentication parent packets, and the extra
authentication dependency due to crypto-hash link allocation.
The advantages of crypto-hash based stream authentication are three-fold. First,
authentication and verification are applied after compression, which can be designed
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adaptively to time-varying wireless channels. The authentication scheme and
transmission strategy can also be designed jointly in a cross layer fashion to provide
media security, media quality and energy efficiency simultaneously. In addition, the
security of stream authentication can be mathematically proven since strong and standard
DSA and SHA algorithms are applied to signature signing and crypto-hash verification.
The stream authentication scheme design is actually allocating crypto-hash links among
the packets to build an acyclic authentication graph. Last but not least, stream
authentication can offer verification without ambiguity, since each packet can be
determined either as authentic and consumed or faked and discarded. The media content
in the image or GOP is reconstructed exclusively from these correctly received and
verified packets. The disadvantages of stream authentication are the increased
communication bit rate due to crypto-hash tags attached to the packet headers and the
decreased error robustness due to extra authentication dependency.
Crypto-hash-based stream authentication is applied to the multimedia stream in a
post-compression manner. The design of stream authentication scheme is equivalent to
designing crypto-hash link allocation algorithms. Since the post compression nature,
stream authentication can be generically designed according to decoding dependency
with regard to specific codec.

7.2 Unequal Energy-Quality-Authentication Control

7.2.1 Application Layer Authentication
JPEG2000 has been proposed as the latest scalable image compression standard. In
this section, we will start with the fundamentals of JEPG2000 coding, and then discuss
the applications of stream authentication to the JPEG2000 compressed code stream. The
secure image transmission problem will be formulated in a cross layer fashion, and
design simplification will also be proposed for practical applications in low cost wireless
sensors.
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In JPEG2000 image coding, the digital image captured from the camera is first
processed by tile forming, where a large image is segmented into a couple of smaller tiles
of images. The advantage of this tile forming is error resilience: by means of tile forming,
the data encoding and compression are independent among the tiles. If certain bit errors
or packet drops occur upon transmission, the decoding errors will be localized and
confined in the tile rather than propagate among all the tiles with the avalanche effect.
Then the tiled image undergoes the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT, or DCT in JPEG
codec) process with energy concentrated in the spatially low frequency bands. The
wavelet coefficient matrix is further segmented into code blocks to improve error
resilience. Similar to tile forming, the decoding errors due to transmission error or packet
drops can be effectively confined and localized into the erroneous code block without
affecting other code blocks. A tier-1 coding process is applied to each code block in the
wavelet coefficients matrix bit plane by bit plane (from the Most Significant Bit, MSB, to
the Least Significant Bit, LSB) after quantization. During each bitplane coding loop, each
wavelet coefficient quantization sample is encoded in one of the three coding passes:
significant propagation, magnitude refinement, and cleanup pass. In a significant
propagation pass, if a sample is insignificant (a “0” bit in the current bit plane) but has at
least one immediate significant neighbor (at least a “1” bit in the current/previous bit
plane), Zero Coding (ZC) and Sign Coding (SC) primitives are invoked according to one
of the 19 contexts defined in the JPEG2000 standard. In the following magnitude
refinement pass, if a sample is already significant, Magnitude Refinement (MR) primitive
is invoked according to the context of eight immediate neighbors’ significant states. In
the final cleanup pass, all the uncoded samples in the first two passes are coded by
invoking ZC and Run-Length Coding (RLC) primitives according to each sample’s
context. The codeword of the samples in these three coding passes are concatenated to
the code stream with a marker of rate or size and distortion reduction expectation value.
Then a tier-2 coding process is applied to form packets and layers and to perform
rate-distortion truncation. The code stream is organized in an embedded way, where
there are multiple packets in each layer and multiple layers in the code stream. The
decoding of packets is independent among the packets in the same layer, while the
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decoding of high layer packets depends on the successful decoding of the packets in
previous layers.

7.2.2 Unbalanced Resource Allocation
With regard to specific media codec dependency, we can concretize the generic cross
layer problem for secure multimedia transmission in WMSNs. Since there are a large
number of image packets in the JPEG2000 image code stream, building a complete and
global optimal stream authentication graph is computationally intensive, which is
unsuitable for low cost WMSN sensor nodes. Furthermore, because of the overlapping
graphs of decoding and verification dependency, an image packet must be received,
decoded and verified/authenticated to make a distortion reduction contribution to the
trustworthy image. Following the symbol definition presented in our work [60], we
define the symbols as follows. Let i denote the packet index in one layer and

l

denote

the layer index. Similar to what has been mentioned in previous chapters, let L denote
the total number of layers in the compressed image code stream and N l denote the
number of image packets in layer l . Given the distortion reduction ∆Dl ,i (i.e., the quality
gain if the packet is received and consumed in the decoding process) of the
in layer

l

i − th

packet

, cumulative packet delivery probability θl,i (i.e., the successful delivery

probability of the

i − th

packet in layer

l

, multiplied by the successful delivery

probability of all ancestor packets upon which it depends in decoding), and the
verification probability v(al ,i ) with regard to the crypto-hash parent selection

al ,i

(i.e.,

the probability that a packet can be verified, including the successful reception and
verification of all the decoding ancestors and authentication ancestors), the expected
authenticated and decoded image quality can be re-expressed as follows according to the
problem formulated in Chapter 2:
L −1 N l −1

ε [∆D] = ∑ ∑ ∆Dl ,iθ l ,i v(al ,i )

(7.1)

l =0 i =0

The distortion reduction value of each image packet can be heuristically measured as the
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decoding quality gain in a way similar to [61] [62], or estimated according to the wavelet
coefficient square error energy units in a way similar to [4] [5] [49]. Figure 7.3 shows an
illustrative example of distortion and rate measure of the well-known “Lena” image, and
Figure 7.4 shows the rate (or packet size) measurement. It is clear from these figures that
unequal importance is dominant in multimedia streams. Some packets have very short
packet size (and thus, very little rate overhead), but the quality gain in terms of distortion
reduction is very high. In stream authentication and network resource allocation design,
these packets deserve much more communication protection than any other packets.
Some other packets with large packet size have very little distortion reduction, and thus
the stream authentication and communication protection on these packets can be scaled
down to save authentication and energy resources.
The total energy consumption Etot of delivering the compressed and authenticated
image code stream can be straightforwardly expressed as the summation of the link layer
energy El ,i consumed in delivering each image packet:

L −1 N l −1

Etot = ∑ ∑ El ,i
l =0 i =0

Figure 7.3 Distortion reduction measurement of “Lena” image with JPEG2000 compression

(7.2)
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Figure 7.4 Rate (packet size) measurement of “Lena” image with JPEG2000 compression

It is clear from the cross layer problem analysis that the cross layer problem can be
decomposed and solved by quantitatively studying three key components: the inborn
image decoding dependency, which determines the cumulative packet delivery
probability θl,i of each packet, the additional authentication dependency determining the
verification probability v(al ,i ) of each packet, and the delivery energy consumption El ,i
of each packet in link layer of a WMSN. In this chapter, we focus on the analysis of the
inborn decoding dependency and the extra authentication dependency.

7.2.3 Design Simplification
As analyzed in previous chapters and sections, the image packets in the compressed
image code stream are inter-dependent due to decoding dependency. It is true that the
JPEG2000 decoding dependency leads to decreased error resilience overhead for secure
image transmission in WMSNs; however, it also provides considerable potential to
simplify the stream authentication design. In fact, the inborn decoding dependency
should be considered in the crypto-hash link allocation design of a stream authentication
strategy, since a useful packet in terms of authenticated distortion reduction must be
decodable and verifiable simultaneously.
Due to the effects of tile forming, code block segmentation and bitplane coding in
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JPEG2000 codec, there are multiple decoding independent image packets in one layer
and multiple decoding dependent packets across different layers. The decoding of each
high layer packet depends on the successful decoding of the packets in the same code
block or precinct in previous layers. Thus, it is straightforward to match the
authentication crypto-hash link assignment to the natural decoding dependency in a way
similar to [4] [3] [60], while significantly reducing the stream authentication complexity:
by directly attaching the crypto-hash tag of the high layer packet to the previous layer
packet, the authentication rate-distortion performance is optimized [4] and no extra
authentication dependency overhead is introduced. This is because the decoding of high
layer packets needs the successful decoding of their ancestor packets (i.e., decoding
ancestor, not authentication ancestor) anyway. This scheme matches the authentication
dependency to the inborn decoding dependency in a natural way.
By means of this non-trivial simplification, the complex stream authentication
problem is degraded to a crypto-hash link assignment problem only for layer 0 packets.
However, there are still a large number of image packets in layer 0. Checking every
possible combination of the crypto-hash link allocation between every two packets is a
computational luxury for low cost wireless sensor nodes. To further simplify the stream
authentication design, we assume the whole image is signed only once (i.e., only one
signature packet in the compressed image code stream) and only one outgoing
crypto-hash link is allocated to each packet except the signature packet, which has only
incoming crypto-hash link but no outgoing ones. Thus, the outgoing redundancy degree
of each packet is fixed to 1 but the incoming redundancy degree is flexible. For example,
let Ω i denote the packet index set of the entire authentication ancestors of the

i − th

packet in layer 0 plus the packet index of itself. If the crypto-hash message authentication
code tag calculated from Packet 4 (i.e.,

i = 4)

is attached to Packet 2 ( i = 2 , i.e., Packet 2

is the authentication parent of Packet 4) and the crypto-hash message authentication code
tag of Packet 2 is attached to Packet 0 ( i = 0 , i.e., the root signature packet), then the
authentication ancestor set of Packet 4 is Ω 4 = {0,2,4} . By this further simplification, the
authenticated image quality can be re-expressed as follows:
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ε [∆D] = ∆D0,0 × (1 − ς 0,0 )
+

N 0 −1

∑ ∆D ∏ (1 − ς )
i =1

0 ,i

(7.3)

0, j

j∈Ωi

L −1 N l −1

l

l =1 i =0

k =0

+ ∑ ∑ ∆Dl ,i ∏ (1 − ς k ,i )∏ (1 − ς 0, j )
j∈Ωi

Then we further analyze the total energy consumption of delivering the authenticated and
compressed image code stream. The crypto-hash link assignment in stream authentication
introduces extra source bit rate overhead (i.e., packet size overhead) due to multiple
attached crypto-hash tag size S hash and signature size S sig , as well as the extra packet
authentication dependency overhead. It is clear that the extra bit rate overhead leads to
more communication energy consumption due to the increased traffic. The extra
authentication dependency overhead has less error resilience and decoding robustness;
some successfully delivered packets may not contribute to the image decoding due to the
packet loss of their authentication ancestors. Let π l ,i denote the incoming hash link
redundancy degree of the

i − th

packet in layer l . For instance, Packet 2 in layer 0 has

two authentication descendents: Packet 3 in layer 0 and Packet 4 in layer 0 (i.e., Packet 2
is an element in the authentication ancestor set of Packet 3 Ω 3 = {..., 2,3...} and Packet 4
Ω 4 = {..., 2,4...}).

The redundancy degree of Packet 2 is then expressed as π 0, 2

=| 1 + 1 |= 2 .

Based on the above analysis, the total energy consumption reification can be expressed as
follows:

(

Etot = E0, 0 S sig + π 0, 0 S hash + S 0,0
+

∑ E (π

N 0 −1
i =1

0 ,i

0 ,i

S hash + S 0,i

)

)

(7.4)

L − 2 N l −1

N L −1

l =1 i =0

i =0

+ ∑ ∑ El ,i (S hash + S l ,i ) +

∑ E (S )
L −1,i

L −1,i

Now we consider the design simplification of layer 0 packets’ crypto-hash link
assignment strategy with network resource allocation consideration. Here we just
abstractly regard network resource allocation as a black box achieving UEP-based
transmission protection for authenticated and compressed image packets. Since there are
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multiple independently-encoded image packets in layer 0, building a global optimal
stream authentication graph is computationally intensive and extremely impractical for
low cost wireless sensors. Assuming that network resource allocation is applied to the
authenticated and compressed image code stream, we propose a simple greedy stream
authentication scheme [3] [60] to reduce computational complexity and achieve minimal
extra authentication dependency overhead. The greedy authentication scheme is
illustrated in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5 Stream authentication illustration and greedy authentication of layer 0 packets

In the proposed greedy authentication scheme as described in our previous research
[3] and [60], the crypto-hash message authentication code tag of each layer 0 packet is
attached to a parent packet leading to the maximum verification probability of the packet
itself without considering any other layer 0 packets’ choices, i.e.,

Maximize{v(a )} .

The

concept of greedy stream authentication is that the decision of authentication parent
selection of each packet is simplified by overlooking other layer 0 packets, and thus the
complexity is significantly reduced. Because there is no collaboration in the parent
selection decision among the layer 0 packets, the extra bit rate overhead to some packets
may be very high. Some packets may have a lot of authentication descendent packets,
while other packets may have no authentication children or descendents. However, the
extra bit rate penalty allocated to some of the packets with a large number of
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authentication descendents can be fully compensated for by future network resource
allocation and transmission protection processes.
In the proposed greedy stream authentication scheme, the crypto-hash link
assignment for the

i − th

packet in layer 0 a0,i is also a recursive process, which includes

finding the ancestor packet of the authentication parents until it reaches the root signature
packet. Let us denote the final output result of the proposed greedy authentication a0,i
for the

i − th

packet in layer 0 as Ω i . Observing the image stream structure illustrated in

Figure 7.5, we can see that directly picking up the root signature packet as the
authentication parent leads to the maximum verification probability of the

i − th

packet

itself, with the selfish tradeoff of decreasing the verification probability of all other layer
0 packets. For example, if the

4 − th

packet in layer 0 selects the root signature packet

(i.e., Packet 0) as its direct authentication parent, then the authentication ancestor set for
Packet 4 is

Ω 4 = {0,4} .

Assume the wireless channel Bit Error Rate (BER) is e , the

payload size (authentication packet payload, including both the protocol header and the
actual data payload) of the
the

4 − th

i − th

image packet is S i . Then the verification probability of

packet transmitted in such channels can be expressed as [60]:
v(a0, 4 ) | greedy = (1 − e )

S sig + S hash + S0

In this equation, the second part of (1 − e)S
S hash

hash + S 4

× (1 − e )

S hash + S 4

(7.5)

also considers the additional bit overhead

due to the incoming crypto-hash link tag attached by high layer decoding and

authentication dependent packets. If the

4 − th

packet selects any other packet in layer 0

as its direct authentication parent, for example Packet 2, then in the best case (when
Ω 2 = {0,2} )

the verification probability v (a0, 4 ) of Packet 4 will still be lower than that

shown in Equation (7.5) due to the packet authentication dependency overhead [60].
v(a0, 4 ) | nongreedy = (1 − e )

S sig + S hash + S 0

× (1 − e )

S hash + S 2

× (1 − e )

S hash + S 4

(7.6)

According to the analysis presented in the context of previous equations, the proposed
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greedy stream authentication scheme can achieve the best effort verification probability
in error-prone wireless channels for each layer 0 packet individually with extremely low
complexity

O (1) .

The disadvantage of the proposed greedy authentication is the increased

authentication bit rate overhead of the signature packet, which may negatively affect the
verification probability of the whole image stream when the signature packet size is very
large. However, this disadvantage can be easily compensated for by network resource
allocation, which is discussed in the next chapter. With consideration of network resource
allocation, the root signature packet deserves the best transmission protection since the
image is non-verifiable if the signature is lost due to transmission errors. For all the other
layer 0 packets, assigning the outgoing hash link directly to the signature packet in this
greedy way introduces minimal authentication dependency, because the signature packet
will be protected with best effort anyway, and no other packets are involved in the
verification process.
Now we discuss how to perform UEP-based energy-constrained network resource
allocation with stream authentication consideration. It is straightforward to achieve the
global optimum of multimedia quality maximization with energy constraint by adjusting
the network transmission parameters for each image packet in each layer. However, there
are typically a large number of packets in each quality layers and there are multiple layers
in the compressed multimedia stream, leading to a large search space and considerable
computational complexity. Mathematical optimization in such a large space and typically
high dimensions consumes time and resources,

which is extremely undesirable for

secure image streaming in side and energy- constrained WMSNs. Thus, reasonable
simplification

and

approximation

should

be

considered

in

designing

such

resource-constrained optimization problems. We can practically design a simplified
evolution algorithm to approximate the global optimum, by studying the overwhelmingly
dominating factors in network resource allocation and the stream authentication
dependency as well as the decoding dependency in the following aspects.
First, efficient multimedia packet classification is performed according to the Quality
of Service (QoS) importance and authentication dependency. Since there are a large
number of packets in the code stream, and multiple packets may have similar decoding or
authentication importance, these packets can be classified and grouped into the same QoS
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category. A single resource allocation parameter is assigned to each category instead of
assigning each packet an optimization parameter. By means of QoS categorization, the
dimension of search space is reduced a great deal and the optimization complexity is
significantly reduced. According to the stream authentication schemes proposed in the
previous section, for example, the greedy authentication, the packets in the code stream
can be categorized into three QoS classes: the signature packet, the layer 0 packets
without signature, and the high layer dependent packets. The packets in the same QoS
class have similar transmission importance in terms of stream verification and stream
decoding. In other words, the packets in the same QoS class reside in similar positions of
the decoding graph and authentication graph. Thus, assigning a single network
transmission parameter to the packets in the same QoS class is a fair and reasonable
compromise to all the packets in the same class. This scheme can significantly reduce the
dimension of the solution space and the optimization complexity. As reported in our
recent research [60], the proposed greedy-based stream authentication and resource
allocation algorithm is shown as follows:

Algorithm 7.1: Simplified Energy-Constrained Resource Allocation for Stream
Authentication and Secure Media Transmission.

1. Definition of the algorithm I/O.
Input parameters: input media code, the number of quality layers L in the code stream,
the numbers of packet Nl in each quality layer, the channel state factor A , the size S l ,i
and distortion reduction ∆Dl ,i of each code stream packet, where

l ∈ {0,1,..., L − 1} ,

and

i ∈ {0,1,..., N l − 1}.

Output parameters: Near-optimal transmission power control triplet {Pt (0,0) , Pt (0,1) , Pt (1,1) } of
the three packet QoS classes.

2. Crypto-hash based stream authentication. Perform greedy stream authentication to the
compressed code stream. Assign signature to the first packet and crypto-hash tags to each
packet except the last layer packet. Calculate the incoming redundancy degree | π l ,i | for
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each packet in each layer. Also let := denote the assignment operation and = denote the
equality judgment.
If

l=0

and

i=0

χ := 1 ; Else χ := 0 ;

Then

Update the size of each image packet with authentication consideration.
Sl ,i := Sl ,i + | π l ,i | ×Shash + χ × S sig ;

3. Packet classification. Perform packet classification, categorize packets into three QoS
classes, and translate the power control triplet

{P

t ( 0, 0 )

, Pt (0,1) , Pt (1,1) } to desirable BER

expectation {e(0,0) , e(0,1) , e(1,1) }. Associate the desirable BER triplet {e(0,0) , e(0,1) , e(1,1) } to the three
packet QoS classes and perform genetic-based chromosome coding. Initialize the
population with size K for the first iteration. Initialize the iteration indicator g := 0 and
the maximum iteration limit Gmax . Randomly create the first population.
For

k =0

to K do: {e(0,0) (k ), e(0,1) (k ), e(1,1) (k )}:= rand(0,1) ;

4. Loop iteration. Start the evolution loops to increase the fitness values of chromosomes.
If g < Gmax Then:
Perform iteration of step 5-7; g := g + 1;
Else:

Go to step 8.

5. Metric calculation. The metric here is the expectation of the authenticated distortion
reduction and total energy consumption. For each element {e(0,0) (k ), e(0,1) (k ), e(1,1) (k )} in the
current population K , evaluate the authenticated distortion reduction expectation
ε [∆D](k )

and the energy consumption expectation

E tot (k )

of transmitting the authenticated

f (k )

for each element in the current

code stream.

6. Fitness evaluation. Evaluate the fitness value

population. Let α denote a very small constant value to slightly relax the energy
constraint and
If

f min

E tot (k ) ≤ E max + α

denote a very small constant value of the minimum fitness limit.

Then:

f (k ) := ε [ ∆D ](k ) ;
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Else:

f (k ) := f min ;

7. Crossover. Sort the chromosomes in the current population in descending order
according to the value of

f (k ) .

Calculate the crossover probability

K −1

p (k ) = f (k ) / ∑ f (i )

of

i =0

each elite parent in the sorted population. Randomly crossover the chromosomes

{e (k ), e (k ), e (k )}
( 0, 0 )

( 0 ,1)

(1,1)

current

{e (k ), e (k ), e (k )}
( 0, 0 )

( 0 ,1)

(1,1)

next

in the current population, and produce a new population
for the next iteration. Go to Step 4.

8. Output results. Algorithm is finished. Output the desirable BER triplet {e(0,0) , e(0,1) , e(1,1) }
in the final population with the highest fitness value f , and translate desirable BER in
the chromosome into power control triplet {Pt (0,0) , Pt (0,1) , Pt (1,1) }.

7.3 Disproportionate Stream Authentication to P-V Stream

7.3.1 Problem Analysis
Following the joint stream authentication and resource allocation problem formulated
in Chapter 2, the application of stream authentication and cross layer resource allocation
to P-V partitioned image code stream transmission in sensor networks can be formulated
as an energy-constrained quality maximization problem, where all the image packets are
decoded exclusively from those authenticated packets. Let

N

denote the total number of

bitplane layers in the embedded code stream, ∆ p ( j ) and ∆v ( j ) denote the distortion
reduction of the j − th p-data segment and the j − th v-data segment, respectively. A
detailed discussion of generic distortion reduction acquisition and applications in cross
layer optimization can be found in [4] [5] [49] [61] [62]. Also let ρ p ( j ) and ρ v ( j )
denote the packet loss ratio of the j − th p-data and v-data segment, respectively. Let
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v p ( j)

and vv ( j ) denote the verification probability of the j − th p-data and v-data

segment, respectively. Let ε [∆] denote the expectation of total authenticated distortion
reduction, which can be expressed as follows in a way similar to [16] [51] with
consideration of authentication dependency:

N −1

⎛

⎞

i

i

i

ε [∆] = ∑ ⎜⎜ ∑ ∆ p ( j) ⎟⎟∏ (1 − ρ p ( j))∏ v p ( j) ρ p (i + 1) +

j =0
⎠ j =0
⎝ j =0
i
i
N −1 ⎛ i
⎞ i
⎜ ∑ ∆v ( j ) ⎟∏ (1 − ρ p ( j ))∏ (1 − ρv ( j ))∏ vv ( j ) ρ p (i + 1)
∑
⎟
⎜
i =0 ⎝ j =0
j =0
j =0
⎠ j=0
i =0

(7.7)

It is clear to see that each packet itself must be transmitted correctly, and all the decoding
ancestors as well as all the authentication ancestors must be transmitted correctly to make
a distortion reduction contribution to the reconstructed and authenticated image. Since
ρ p (i + 1) = 1 denotes the truncation end of embedded bit stream, the expected distortion

reductions of p-data segments can be expressed as the summation of the weight

i

∑∆
j =0

p

( j)

i

with the corresponding probability ∏ (1 − ρ p ( j )) for successful decoding and verification
j =0

i

∏v

p

of each p-data segment, which is also related to the next layer truncation

( j)

j =0

probability ρ p (i + 1) . Since each v-data segment depends on all p-data segments in
previous and current bit planes, as well as all v-data segments in previous bit planes, the
distortion reduction expectation of v-data segments part can be expressed as the
summation

of

the

weight

i

∑ ∆ ( j) and the successful decoding probability
j =0

i

∏ (1 − ρ
j =0

i

p

( j ))∏ (1 − ρ v ( j ))
j =0

v

i

and the verification probability ∏ vv ( j ) of each v-data segment.
j =0

This equation gives the close form expression of the expected distortion reduction, which
can serve as the objective function of the proposed quality-driven stream authentication
and resource allocation optimization algorithm. From the decoding and verification
dependency, we can roughly see that without decoded and verified p-data segments,
v-data segments can hardly make any contribution to image reconstruction. This
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observation leads to the significant potential that putting more authentication and
communication protection efforts on p-data segments and less effort on v-data segment
can enhance the reconstructed image quality without excessive energy consumption
overhead.
The energy budget constraint function can also be expressed in close form. Let ε [ E ]
denote the energy consumption expectation of delivering the whole compressed image
code stream. Also let Ep(i)

and Ev(i) denote the average energy consumption of

delivering the p-data segment and v-data segment in the

i − th

bit plane respectively.

Then the total energy consumption of delivering the whole image bit stream can be
expressed in the following equation [51]:
N −1

(

ε [ E ] = ∑ E p (i) + E v (i)
i =0

)

(7.8)

The quality-driven stream authentication and resource allocation problem for P-V
partitioned code stream can also be formulated in the same way as stated in Chapter 2.
Let a p (i) and av (i ) denote the crypto-hash link parent selection strategy of the p-data
segment and v-data segment in the

i − th

bit plane. Let η p (i) and ηv (i) denote the

resource allocation strategies (such as desirable BER e , ARQ retry limit m max , and
transmission data rate R , etc, i.e. η = {e, mmax , R,......} ) of the p-data segment and v-data
segment in the

i − th

bitplane, respectively. The desirable BER has been widely used in

wireless networking research as an optimization parameter such as [66] [67], which can
be physically translated into the optimal transmission power in a certain channel loss
condition. The hash-link allocation strategy a can fine-tune the additional authentication
dependency and rate overhead, while the resource allocation strategy η can fine-tune the
average loss ratio ρ and the average energy consumption E

of each p-data and v-data

segment. Let E max denote the energy budget for the whole image transmission. The
optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
{a p (i ), av (i ),η p (i ),η v (i )} = arg max (ε [ ∆ ])
i∈{ 0 ,1, 2 ,......, N −1}

(7.9)
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Subject to the following constraint,
ε [ E ] ≤ E max

(7.10)

7.3.2 Design Simplification
There are multiple packets in each bit plane and multiple bitplanes in the compressed
code stream. Thus, designing a complete and accurate crypto-hash authentication graph is
computationally intensive, which is unsuitable for low cost wireless sensors. However,
the stream authentication design can be significantly simplified by considering the codec
dependency. For an image packet (i.e., the current packet) consumed by the decoder, all
the decoding ancestor packets and authentication packets must be correctly transmitted. If
one of the decoding ancestor packets is corrupted due to wireless channel errors, the
current cannot be decoded due to the decoding dependency. If one of the authentication
ancestor packets is lost, and no other path leads the current packet to the signature packet,
then the verification of this packet fails. The design of the crypto-hash link allocation
problem can be simplified to the problem of designing an authentication dependency
graph that matches the decoding dependency graph.
The proposed crypto-hash based stream authentication with regard to P-V
partitioning dependency is illustrated in Figure 7.6. After compression and position-value
partitioning, the decoding of each p-data segment depends on the successful decoding of
all the p-data segments in previous bit planes. The decoding of each v-data segment
depends on the successful decoding of all the p-data segments and all the v-data segments
in previous bit planes, as well as the successful decoding of the p-data segment in the
current bit plane. Thus, it is straightforward to assign signature to the first position packet
(denoted by P0) because it is the decoding root of the whole code stream. Without Packet
P0, all the other position and value packets become useless in terms of decoding.
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Figure 7.6 Proposed stream authentication with regard to packet decoding dependency in a position-value
partitioned code stream

Since the decoding of each p-data segment depends on the successful decoding of all
the p-data segments in previous bit planes, allocating the crypto-hash message
authentication tag of the current packet to one of its decoding ancestors introduces no
further authentication dependency. Furthermore, assigning a crypto-hash message
authentication code tag to the parent node (i.e., the direct decoding ancestor node)
achieves minimum error-resilience overhead to other packets. For example, consider the
crypto-hash tag assignment for Packet P2. Because both Packet P0 and Packet P1 are the
decoding ancestor packets of P2, assigning a crypto-hash tag to either one incurs no
additional authentication dependency. Assume channel BER is e ,
signature and crypto-hash tag sizes, and

S p (i )

S sig

and

S hash

denotes the p-data segment in the

are the
i − th

bit

plane. If the crypto-hash tag is assigned to P0, then the verification probability of packet
V0 is shown as follows:
vv (0 ) |indirect = (1 − e ) sig
S

+3 Shash + S p ( 0 )

× (1 − e ) hash
S

+ Sv (0 )

(7.11)

From this equation, we can see that the verification probability of packet V0 is
actually determined by the packet loss ratio of the packets in the authentication path
leading to the signature packet. Signature packet P0 has two crypto-hash tags from
packets P1 and V0, and one additional tag from Packet P2. If the crypto-hash tag of P2 is
assigned directly to P1, the verification probability of Packet V0 can be expressed as
follows:
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vv (0 ) |direct = (1 − e ) sig
S

+ 2 Shash + S p ( 0 )

× (1 − e ) hash
S

+ Sv (0 )

(7.12)

It is clear that the verification probability of V0 is unnecessarily affected by indirect
crypto-hash tag allocation. By directly allocating a crypto-hash tag of P2 to P1, the
verification probability of V0 is improved. This simple example shows the advantages of
direct assigning a crypto-hash tag to the immediate decoding ancestor packet (i.e., the
parent packet) of p-data segments. For crypto-hash tag allocation of v-data segments, the
analysis can be performed similarly.
Since each v-data segment has two direct decoding dependent parents (except the V0
packet which only has one decoding parent P0), the stream authentication hash tag
allocation problem for v-data segments can be simplified as a choosing one from two
problem: either assigning the crypto-hash tag to a p-data segment decoding parent or
assigning it to the v-data decoding parent. We propose to assign a v-data crypto-hash tag
to a v-data decoding parent because it involves less verification and error-resilience
overhead to other p-data packets in lower bit planes. For example, consider the
authentication parent selection of Packet V1. The crypto-hash tag of V1 can be attached
to the p-data decoding precedent P1 or the v-data decoding precedent V0. Attach the
crypto-hash tag of V1 to P1, and let v p (1) |v 2 p denote the verification probability of P1

by attaching a crypto-hash tag from v-data segment to p-data segment, and it can then be
expressed as follows.
v p (1) |v 2 p = (1 − e ) sig
S

+ 2 Shash + S p (0 )

× (1 − e )

2 S hash + S p (1)

(7.13)

If the crypto-hash tag of V1 is attached to V0 other than P1, then the rate overhead of P1
is reduced by S hash , and the verification probability is improved to:
v p (1) |v 2v = (1 − e ) sig
S

+ 2 Shash + S p (0 )

× (1 − e ) hash
S

+ S p (1)

(7.14)
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In summary, , the crypto-hash message authentication code tag allocation in stream
authentication should be designed to match the decoding dependency in a P-V partitioned
code stream. The crypto-hash tags of high layer p-data segments can be attached to the
immediate p-data decoding parent in the previous bit plane, and the hash tags of high
layer v-data segments can be attached to the immediate v-data decoding parent in the
previous bit plane. The crypto-hash tag of the first layer v-data segment is attached to the
first p-data segment in the code stream, to which the signature is also attached.

7.4 Disproportionate Stream Authentication for Video

The proposed quality-driven stream authentication scheme can be seamlessly applied
to scalable video coding as long as the inter-packet decoding dependency is known prior
to crypto-hash tag allocation. For example, MPEG-4 introduced in 1998 was designated
by the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) under the formal standard
ISO/IEC 14496, which was primarily aimed at low bit-rate video applications over
networks [68]. The layer-based quality enhancement concept has been widely applied to
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [70] [71] [72] in MPEG-4 Part 10 H.264/Advanced Video
Coding (AVC) [73] [74] [75] and JPEG2000 progressive image coding standards.
Versatile source coding rates have provided a significant foundation for a large number
of emerging multimedia applications over bandwidth- limited wireless networks such as
IPTV [76] [77] [78] [79], video on demand (VOD) [80] [81], and online video gaming
[82]. The scalable video coding in MPEG-4 is similar to the quality progression in
JPEG2000, which provides considerable advantages for error-robust multimedia
streaming over time-varying wireless channels, especially in WMSN environments.
The video source contents are typically coded into a couple of quality layers via
scalable video coding, starting with the rough pictures in low bit rates, followed by higher
layer refinement data for quality enhancement in higher bit rates in a “compress once,
decode many times” embedded manner. The rough pictures in the base quality layers are
much more important than the refinement data in the quality enhancement layers in terms
of perception distortion. Thus the rough pictures deserve more protection upon
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transmission in wireless channels; the refinement data in enhancement layers can be
discarded during transmission when communication resources such as bandwidth or
energy are constrained.
Furthermore, the multimedia streaming is composed of inter-dependent packets, and
the crypto-hash-based stream authentication can be desirably designed so that the
authentication dependency graph matches the decoding dependency graph as close as
possible. Typically, the dependency graph of the video stream is composed of packetized
group of pictures (GOPs), and the multimedia packet decoding is inter-correlated
involving complex dependency among those packets [69]. If a group of video packets is
received upon decoding, only the packets whose ancestors have all been received can be
decoded. For example, Figure 7.7 illustrates the typical code stream dependency for a
layer-based embedded media stream as well as the typical IBBPBBPBBP video stream
structure [61] [69].
The inter-packet dependency provides opportunities for stream authentication and
resource allocation for secure multimedia streaming over WMSNs, where the packets
with more decoding descendents are much more important than those descendents. For
example, in the decoding ancestors of the first two B-frames (B0 and B1), the preceding
I-frame (I) and the next P-frame (P0) must be successfully transmitted and decoded in
order for successful decoding of the first two B-frames. For the successfully decoding of
the third and the fourth B-frames (B2 and B3), the I-frame (I) as well as the second and
the third P-frames (P0 and P1) must all be successfully decoded.
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Figure 7.7 Proposed stream authentication for typical packet dependency of the IBBPBBPBBP video
stream structure

Based on the analysis of unequal importance and inter-packet dependency, the
crypto-hash-based authentication strategies can be efficiently designed to match the
decoding dependency. In the proposed stream authentication scheme for video, the
crypto-hash message authentication code tag of each P-frame can be allocated to the
previous P-frame decoding ancestor. In the first P-frame, however, the crypto-hash tag is
directly attached to the I-frame. The signature is also attached to the I-frame, since the
decoding of this GOP primarily relies on the successful decoding of this important
I-frame. The crypto-hash authentication tag of each B-frame can be allocated to the
immediate P-frame decoding parent. For example, the I-frame is selected as the
authentication parent of P0, and P0 is selected as the authentication parent of P1, and so
on. Frame P0 is selected as the authentication parent of both B0 and B1, and P1 is
selected as the authentication parent of B2 and B3.
Network resource allocation will be applied to the hash-chained media streaming
according to the distortion reduction (visual importance) of each packet, inter-packet
decoding dependency, and authentication dependency. In terms of decoding and
authentication, the ancestor packets with more dependent authentication and decoding
children packets will be protected with more communication resources, including
stronger FEC error correction capability, robust modulation schemes and higher ARQ
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retry limits, and so on. The authentication and decoding descendent packets with fewer
dependent children packets have less protection to save communication energy.

7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the stream authentication scheme design at the
application layer. We have proposed a cross layer framework with two major components:
unbalanced stream authentication and authentication unequal resource allocation.
Resource allocation efficiency in terms of energy-quality gain has been improved
considerably by considering both decoding dependency and authentication dependency at
the application layer as well as channel information and transmission control parameters
at lower layers. The stream authentication scheme design has been equivalently translated
to the algorithm design of the crypto-hash-based message authentication code tag
allocation problem. In this chapter, we have discussed the stream authentication
crypto-hash tag allocation using three illustrative codec examples: JPEG2000 image
codec, P-V partitioned zero tree codec, and scalable video codec with IBBPBBPBBP
coding structure. The decoding dependency of each codec has been analyzed in detail,
and the crypto-hash tag allocation algorithm for each codec has been formulated. The
proposed stream authentication has also been generalized according to decoding
dependency with regard to specific codec due to its post compression feature.
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Chapter 8. Results, Analysis and Discussion

8.1 Multi-rate Power and Energy Optimization
Figure 8.1 shows the quantitative relationship between transmission power and the
desirable BER in a certain channel environment. Figure 8.2 shows the relationship
between transmission power and channel state factors with a certain BER requirement.
To achieve lower BER, higher transmission power is needed to increase the receiver- side
SNR. On the other hand, if higher BER is acceptable, i.e., the communication quality
requirement is relatively low, the required minimum transmission power decreases
considerably. From these results we can see that increasing the data rate also increases
the required transmission power. However, the power increases much more than the data
rate because of the non-linear effect of data rate and power. This illustrates the
philosophy that transmitting at a relatively low data rate can achieve transmission power
efficiency. Multi-rate power versatility also spurred a revolutionary effort to achieve
energy efficient multi-rate transmission in WMSNs through adaptive rate and power
control.
Figure 8.3 illustrates that multi-rate transmission with power control can achieve
energy savings in different channel conditions, because the optimal transmission data rate
is very sensitive to channel state information A . Energy consumption is measured for a
TinyOS [94] packet delivered with desirable BER 1e-5 as the communication
requirement. In relatively harsh channel conditions, such as subfigures (a)-(c) with larger
A

values, lower data rate transmissions achieve less normalized energy consumption. On

the other hand, in relatively good channel conditions such as subfigures (d)-(f) with
smaller A values, higher data rate transmissions are favorable for energy savings. This
figure also shows that the desirable transmission data rate with optimally controlled
transmission power achieves significant energy efficiency improvement compared with
other non-optimized transmission data rates and non-optimally control power supplies in
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various wireless channel conditions. For example, given the channel state factor -60dB,
the worst case transmission rate incurs 5.7271e-5 mJ energy consumption and the
sub-optimal rate leads to 5.3999e-5 mJ energy consumption, while the optimal
transmission rate achieves 5.3641e-5 mJ energy consumption [51]. Let Eopt denote the
energy consumption achieved by using the optimized transmission data rate, and let Eref
denote the packet transmission energy consumed by using the referenced transmission
data rate. Let

β = Eref / Eopt − 1 denote the energy efficiency improvement. In this channel

condition, the optimized transmission date rate achieves 6.7% and 0.67% energy
efficiency improvement with regard to the worst case and the sub-optimal case,
respectively [51].

Figure 8.1 Transmission power for different modulation schemes and desirable BER; channel state factor
equals -90dB
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Figure 8.2 Transmission power for different modulation schemes and channel state factors. The desirable
BER equals 1e-4

Figure 8.3 Optimal transmission data rate in various channel conditions. Energy consumption is measured
for a TinyOS packet delivered with desirable BER 1e-5

From the above analysis, we can see that multi-rate transmission with power control is an
effective way to achieve energy efficiency in wireless sensor networks. The layer 2
distortion-energy performance for each packet’s delivery can also be fine-tuned by the
controlling parameters Pt , b and mmax adaptively to the wireless channel and
application attributes. In different wireless channel conditions with various channel
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loss/gain, the optimal transmission date rate in terms of minimal transmission energy
consumption may be quite different. Rate and power, as well as packet retransmission
limits, can all be used in network resource allocation for energy-quality performance
improvement.

8.2 Position-Value based Unequal Resource Allocation
We have designed simulation scenarios to illustrate the unequal importance of p-data
and v-data segments transmitted in wireless channels. We first perform an empirical
study to demonstrate the unequal importance between position information and value
information. We apply wavelet-coded P-V partitioning to the well-known digital image
“Lena” and measure the distortion reduction contribution of each image packet. In the
image compression process, there are a total of 8 bitplane layers applied, and position
information is separated from value information in each bitplane layer. Hence, there are a
total of 16 image packets, with distortion reduction measurements shown in Figure 8.4. It
is clear from this figure that the position information is much more important than value
information. In general, position packets are the major contributors to decoded image
quality. Thus, in network transmission, position information needs more communication
resources to improve the decoded image quality, and value information needs fewer
communication resources to save total energy consumption in WMSNs.
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Figure 8.4 Distortion reduction contribution of various position and value packets in the picture of “Lena”

By applying the P-V-based UEP scheme, p-data segments are effectively protected to
enhance image quality, while v-data segments are less protected to improve energy
efficiency, as shown in Figure 8.5. In this figure, the average loss ratios of all p-data
segments and v-data segments with 1:0.3 compression ratio and 0.08mJ energy budget
constraint are illustrated in each sub-figure. It is clear that by applying unequal
transmission error protection between p-data and v-data segments, the loss ratios of
p-data segments containing code stream structure and position information are reduced,
while the loss ratios of v-data segments containing magnitude value information are
increased compared to traditional layer-based UEP approaches. By applying the packet
loss ratios in Figure 8.5 to p-data and v-data segments, we can get the energy-quality
performance shown in Figure 8.6 for various compression conditions. Details of the P-V
UEP transmission scheme can be found in our previous work [51]. From these simulation
results we can see that the energy consumption penalty overhead of more protection on
important p-data segments is fully compensated for by less protection on unimportant
v-data segments. However, the distortion reduction (i.e., the quality gain) can be
enhanced considerably by P-V- based unequal protection.
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Figure 8.5 Average loss ratio of different p-data segments and v-data segments, with compression ratio
1:0.3 and energy budget 0.08mJ applied to both approaches

The P-V-based UEP approach not only explores unequal importance among different
bit planes of the code stream, but also explores the unequal importance between p-data
and v-data segments in the same bit plane. As shown in Figure 8.6, the P-V-based UEP
scheme can achieve significantly improved distortion reduction gain and reduced energy
consumption simultaneously compared to traditional layer-based UEP approaches.
Drawing a horizontal line in these figures, we can see that the proposed approach
consumes less energy to achieve the same PSNR. With the same energy consumption, the
proposed approach can achieve higher distortion reduction [51]. This is because the
difference between p-data segments and v-data segments is not considered in a traditional
layer-based UEP scheme. These results also strongly support the claim that the p-data
segments of higher importance deserve more network resource allocation than less
important v-data segments, and the distortion penalty for losing some of the v-data
segments can be fully compensated for by applying more communication protection
efforts to p-data segments.
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Figure 8.6 PSNR vs. energy consumption for various image compression ratios

In addition, the P-V-based UEP paradigm is especially favorable for strict energy
budget constraints with low energy consumption and scarce network resources as well as
low compression ratios. For instance, the distortion reductions are very close for both
approaches with 0.08mJ energy budget constraint (for compression ratio 1:0.3); with
0.05mJ energy budget constraint, the proposed approach can achieve around 5 dB
distortion reduction gain over traditional approaches with regards to our research [51].
This is because the P-V- based UEP can allocate scarce resources on position information
other than magnitude value information with strict energy budget constraints. As
illustrated in these figures, the image quality gains for the strictest energy budget
constraints decrease when the compression ratios increase. The reason is that less
magnitude value information and more position information is produced for image code
streams with higher compression ratios. P-V-based UEP becomes more efficient with
lower compression ratios and less efficient with higher compression ratios.

8.3 Unequal Selective Encryption
The proposed position-based selective encryption has a couple of advantages. First, it
considerably reduces encrypted bit overhead. In the proposed approach, the unequal
importance between position information and magnitude value information is extensively
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explored without modifying the compression code stream syntax. All the p-segments
conveying position information are identified through the coding pass partition process,
but only part of those p-segments is encrypted, significantly reducing the encrypted data.
In addition, the entropy coding process in source coding and compression domain can be
unaware of the existence of the selective encryption engine, making the selective
encryption format compliant. The p-segments containing position information, the PS
dictating the structure and the EP information denoting the run-lengths are identified
directly from the code stream. The code words of EP symbols are encrypted after looking
up the entropy code book. Thus, the compression process is unaltered by selective
encryption, and the decryption process is invoked before decompression. Finally, the
proposed selective encryption scheme is robust against key space reduction and
Bruce-Force attacks. It is independent of mathematical encryption algorithms, and thus
strong block-based encryption algorithms using large key-space such as AES can be
seamlessly applied to it. It also solves the challenge of the key exchange problem in a
wireless network environment by using public-private key systems, because the
significantly reduced encrypted bit overhead makes the time-consuming public-key
encryption algorithms feasible for low cost sensor nodes.
Figure 8.7 shows the correctly decoded images with encryption keys. The original
images are composed of 64*64 or 128*128 pixels and 8 bits per pixel (bpp). The AES
standard encryption algorithm is employed with 128 bits block cipher. The number of
AES EP blocks can be scaled, with the EP information in coarser bit plane encrypted first,
followed by encrypted EP information in finer bit planes [109]. In this simulation, each
EP contains the encrypted code words of the first four symbols and their lengths of runs
in that bit plane, in the same way as presented in [109] and [110]. Encryption
performance evaluation of the proposed selective encryption shows superiority in terms
of efficient image protection, compared with sub-band selection algorithms.
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Figure 8.7 Sample images used in this study. 64*64 “Building” image, 128*128 “Lena” image, and
128*128 “Barbara” image

The blindly decoded images (without knowledge of the encryption key) are shown in
Figure 8.8 – Figure 8.10, for both sub-band selection encryption and P-V based selective
encryption in a comparative manner. From these illustrated figures, it is clear that without
the correct cipher key for decryption, the blindly decoded images are either unintelligible
or reconstructed with considerable distortion. The traditional sub-band selective
encryption renders very coarse images by hiding or scrambling low frequency wavelet
coefficients. However, the energy concentration in the wavelet coefficient matrix is not
directly related to intelligibility, since the decoding code stream structure is not protected.
The middle and high frequency coefficients in these schemes are unprotected, which can
still provide quite useful information for decoding the images, such as the contours and
borders of the objects in the images. On the other hand, the proposed position-based
selective encryption significantly reduces encrypted data bit overhead while achieving
considerable privacy protection. The proposed scheme protects the code stream structure
and the positions of wavelet coefficients in all frequency bands, instead of protecting the
large value magnitudes of low frequency coefficients. According to our simulation study,
the original image can be effectively protected with encrypting only one block of EP
information. The upper row of subfigures show the blindly decoded images via
encrypting one to two blocks of coarse bitplane EP information. Those mosaic blocks in
the decoded images are due to erroneous position information on significant wavelet
coefficients. Without the correctly decoded EP information in coarser (important, close to
MSB) bit planes, the correct EP information in finer (unimportant, close to LSB) bit
planes can hardly make any quality improvement contributions to distortion reduction
[109]. This is the reason why encrypting one or two EP blocks in coarser bit planes can
effectively protect the image using the proposed selective encryption scheme. Encrypting
more EP blocks in finer bit planes can improve image protection.
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Figure 8.8 Blindly decoded images “Building” without key
(a)-(b) sub-band selection encryption encrypting 1 and 4 AES blocks, respectively. (c)-(d) position-based
selective encryption encrypting 1 and 4 AES blocks, respectively.

Figure 8.9 Blindly decoded images “Lena” without key
(a)-(d) sub-band selection encryption encrypting 1 to 4 AES blocks, respectively. (e)-(h) position-based
selective encryption encrypting 1 to 4 AES blocks, respectively
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Figure 8.10 Blindly decoded images “Barbara” without key
(a)-(d) sub-band selection encryption encrypting 1 to 4 AES blocks, respectively. (e)-(h) position-based
selective encryption encrypting 1 to 4 AES blocks, respectively

The decoded (both blind decoding and decoding with secret key) image PSNR
curves for sub-band selective encryption and position-based selective encryption are
shown in Figure 8.11. It is clear from this figure that the blindly decoded image PSNR of
the proposed position-based selective encryption is lower than that of the traditional
sub-band selection-based approach with the same encrypted blocks. This is because the
position-based selective encryption scheme effectively protects the code stream structure
by hiding PS and EP symbols in a secret manner, and the unimportant information in
plaintext cannot make distortion reduction contributions alone without encrypted
coefficient position and code stream structure information. In the traditional
sub-band-based selective encryption scheme, the code stream structure is left in plaintext
without secret protection. The middle and high frequency wavelet coefficients in the
coefficient matrix carrying the contour and object boundary information can still render
an image with content semantic meanings. These results show that the proposed
position-based selective encryption scheme effectively protects the image semantic
meaning by hiding a tiny part of the code stream structure. The encryption bit overhead
of the proposed scheme is significantly reduced, making in-networking secure image
delivery practical in WMSNs.
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Figure 8.11 Position-based selective encryption and sub-band selective encryption performance:
reconstructed image quality with and without AES key

Image quality can be improved considerably while energy consumption is still
limited within the budget requirements with the proposed encryption aware resource
allocation, compared with traditional layer-based UEP approaches. The quantitative
relationship between energy consumption and image quality after transmission is
illustrated in Figure 8.12. In this figure, the vertical y-axis denotes the image quality
distortion reduction and the horizontal x-axis represents the communication energy
consumption. This figure illustrates that the proposed encryption- oriented UEP-based
resource allocation can achieve both energy efficiency and enhanced image quality,
compared with traditional layer-based UEP approaches. Moreover, the proposed
security-aware UEP can further fine-tune the transmission control parameters in network
resource allocation more efficiently, especially with strict energy budget constraints. For
example, with strict energy budget constraints illustrated in the x- axis in this figure, such
as 6e-3mJ and 6.5e-3mJ, the distortion reduction gain of the proposed security-aware
UEP approach is around 3dB to5dB, as reported in our research [110].
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Figure 8.12 Image quality with energy consumption

8.4 Unequal Stream Authentication
To show the energy-quality performance gain of the proposed joint stream
authentication and resource allocation schemes, we have evaluated the energy
consumption and authenticated distortion reduction performances. We also compare the
authenticated energy distortion performance with simple crypto-hash chain-based
authentication scheme without resource allocation awareness and Equal Error Protection
(EEP) applied. The well-known 256 by 256 pixel “Lena” image is used as an example,
and a C/C++ implementation variant of the open source JPEG2000 image compression
codec [95] is also utilized in the simulation. Three quality layers are produced in the
image stream with compression ratio 30, 35, 40 applied in the JPEG2000 codec. The
default progression order is Layer Resolution Component Precinct (LRCP). The SHA-1
scheme is used for crypto-hash tag with a size of 20 bytes, and digital signature scheme is
applied to sign the root packet with a 128 byte signature size overhead. The physical
layer symbol rate is 1000 kHz and the default channel state factor is -130 dB; the MAC
layer frame overhead is 6 bytes and acknowledgement overhead is 8 bytes. The
sleep-wake interval in the MAC layer is 0.1 seconds. For transmission power, the control
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packets transmit at 20 mW, receive power is 15 mW, and the sleep power is 10 uW. For
other details, please refer to our recent work reported in [60].
Figure 8.13 illustrates the authenticated image energy-quality performance of the
proposed scheme with greedy-based stream authentication and UEP-based network
resource allocation. This scheme is shown in comparison with simple crypto-hash
chain-based stream authentication and EEP resource allocation schemes. The proposed
stream

authentication

and

resource

allocation

schemes

achieve

considerable

energy-quality performance gain in different scenarios with various energy consumption
budgets. In this figure, we can see that the authenticated image quality increases when the
energy budget increases for all of these approaches. However, the energy-quality gain of
the proposed approach is especially prominent with strict energy budgets. When strict
energy budgets are applied to resource-constrained secure image transmission, the
UEP-based schemes can schedule communication resources more efficiently by
allocating more communication resources to authentication, and decoding important
packets such as the root signature packet and other layer 0 packets. In the EEP-based
scheme, all the packets in the code stream are equally protected without differentiating
importance. When loose energy budgets constraints are applied to the system,
communication resources become abundant. The energy-quality performance of the
proposed greedy authentication plus UEP resource allocation approaches, and traditional
chain-based authentication plus EEP-based approach, is similar.
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Figure 8.13 Authenticated image quality and energy budget for compression ratio 30:1

The relationship between different energy consumption budgets and the actual energy
consumption for all these schemes is shown in Figure 8.14. It is clear from this figure that
for different energy budget scenarios, the actual energy consumption is close to the
energy budget for all the compared approaches, illustrating the fairness of the comparison.
All these compared algorithms can maximize their authenticated distortion reduction
performance by approaching their energy consumption limits. Although the energy
consumption costs are close in this figure, the authenticated image quality gains are quite
different: the energy-quality gain of the proposed stream authentication and resource
allocation scheme is attributed to the robust greedy authentication with resource
allocation awareness and the UEP-based resource allocation that efficiently and smartly
allocates communication resources.
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Figure 8.14 Actual energy consumption and energy budget for compression ratio 30:1

Stepping forward into the cross layer secure resource allocation schemes, we can state
that there are two major reasons for overall energy-quality performance improvement.
First, the proposed greedy-based stream authentication is error robust and
resource-allocation aware. The additional packet authentication dependency overhead is
much lower than simple chain-based authentication. The packet verification of the
proposed greedy-based authentication only depends on the root signature packet.
Although the size or bit rate overhead of the root signature packet is increased due to
multiple attached hash tags from other layer 0 packets in the proposed greedy
authentication, the inter-packet authentication dependency overhead in greedy
authentication is reduced considerably, which effectively compensates for the increased
bit rate overhead of the root packet. On the other hand, the verification of each image
packet depends on the successful decoding and verification of both the root signature
packet and the precedent authentication packets in the simple crypto-hash chain-based
authentication scheme. If any one of these precedent packets is lost due to transmission
error, the current packet will be discarded due to decoding or verification failure.
Secondly, the proposed UEP-based network resource allocation scheme can desirably
protect the crypto-hash signed code stream by exploring both the inborn decoding
dependency and the extra authentication dependency. The root signature packet and other
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layer 0 packets are protected with more communication energy effort to ensure successful
delivery, thus increasing the expectation of authenticated image quality. The other less
important high layer packets are less important in terms of both decoding and verification.
These packets are protected with less communication effort to save energy resources
without too much image quality scarification or degradation.
Figure 8.15 and Figure 8.17 show the energy consumption and authenticated
distortion reduction performances for different image compression ratios. Figure 8.16 and
Figure 8.18 show the corresponding energy consumption in comparison to the energy
budgets. In these figures, we can see that the proposed authentication aware UEP-based
resource allocation scheme is very effective in achieving energy-quality performance
gain. This performance gain is even large in combination with the simple crypto-hash
chain-based stream authentication scheme. In the UEP-based scheme, the packet
distortion importance and the packet decoding dependency, as well as the additional
authentication dependency, are all studied. Although the simple crypto-hash chain-based
stream authentication scheme introduces much more authentication dependency overhead,
the proposed UEP-based transmission in cross- layer fashion still compensates for the
robustness disadvantages. It is also clear from these figures that the total energy
consumption of the image transmission is close but within limits of the energy budget. By
utilizing a similar amount of communication energy, the energy-quality performance can
be significantly improved by the proposed stream authentication and resource allocation
scheme.
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Figure 8.15 Authenticated image quality and energy budget for compression ratio 35:1

Figure 8.16 Actual energy consumption and energy budget for compression ratio 35:1
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Figure 8.17 Authenticated image quality and energy budget for compression ratio 40:1

Figure 8.18 Actual energy consumption and energy budget for compression ratio 40:1
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Chapter 9. Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have addressed the resource-constrained secure multimedia
transmission problems in wireless multimedia sensor networks. The major focus of this
dissertation is on providing quality-driven multimedia privacy/integrity protection by
means of network resource allocation with energy efficiency assurance.
We have generically formulated the quality-driven secure multimedia transmission
problem in WMSNs as a quality maximization problem with security requirements and
energy budget constraints. The secure quality expectation maximization in lossy wireless
channels is achieved by means of selective encryption and stream authentication design at
the application layer, and the network transmission control including rate and power
adaptation at low layers. Then we have started solving this generic-formulated problem
with the fundamental analysis of the recently proposed multimedia encryption and
authentication techniques.
The quality maximization problem has been analyzed with the consideration of
encryption/authentication dependency and decoding dependency. The theory and
methodology of selective encryption and stream authentication application to various
multimedia codec have been discussed in detail. In the compressed multimedia code
stream, different packets have different decoding perceptional importance in terms of
distortion, and the decoding of some packets depends on the successful decoding of their
ancestor packets. Stream authentication introduces extra packet verification dependency
in addition to packet decoding dependency due to crypto-hash tag allocation. Traditional
UEP-based resource allocation schemes are not desirable for the new secure media
transmissions in WMSNs due to the introduced verification dependency. In the proposed
stream authentication and network resource allocation framework described in this
dissertation, this new verification dependency has been extensively studied with regard to
JPEG2000 image codec, P-V partitioned zero tree codec, and typical video codec,
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respectively. We have also studied the fundamental relationship between multimedia
selective encryption, and proposed a new position-based selective scheme to reduce
encryption bit overhead. We have proposed a new encryption-aware resource allocation
approach to improve media quality with privacy and energy consumption budget
assurance.
In the proposed cross layer network resource allocation scheme, the link layer energy
consumption and packet delivery performance have been modeled with regard to network
transmission strategies such as transmission data rate and transmission power control.
The packet transmission distortion and transmission energy consumption have been
modeled to represent the transmission data rate and transmission power of each packet.
Thus, the important packets in terms of distortion and decoding are transmitted with
higher communication efforts to improve the media quality, and the unimportant packets
are transmitted with fewer protection strategies to save energy consumption.
Multimedia security and service quality, as well as sensor network energy efficiency,
are all challenging issues in cross layer design. The quality-driven energy efficient secure
communication framework proposed in this dissertation has a significant impact on the
applications of secure multimedia-based wireless sensor network technologies, such as
battlefield surveillance and assistance, ubiquitous healthcare monitoring, transferring
sensitive media-enriched data, and so on. The design space of network resource
allocation algorithms has also been expanded from the network transmission domain to
the media quality domain and the security domain as well. By considering multimedia
stream authentication and selective encryption, as well as the importance of inborn
multimedia packet decoding dependency packet distortion reduction, media service
quality can be significantly improved and multimedia security can be provided with
bounded communication energy consumption overhead.
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